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Preface

This workshop was an arena for the candid discussion of seafood
quality and the problems associated with attaining and maintaining it in
the Northwest fishing industry.

A recent Alaskan stu4, which interviewed over 100 industry leaders
and experts, concluded that quality appeared to be the ma!or hurdle facing
the seafood industry in the next twenty years. Mith rapidly increasing
sales in seafood due to health concerns over cholesterol, some people in
the industry feel it's now or never for tackling the huge issue of quality
control.

This workshop offered a forum in which all segments of the seafood
industry could meet, examine different perspectives an the quality issue,
and explore possible routes by which to proceed.
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MELCOME

Dfck Johnston

I am with the Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics at
Oregon State University, and on behalf of that department and the Inter-
national Institute of Fisheries Economics and Trade, the U.S. and Foreign
CoaInercial Service, a consortium of Oregon seafood firms, and the OSU Sea
Grant Program, I would like to welcome you to the Marine Science Center
and to this workshop. This fs the last workshop in a series of four
workshops sponsored by a grant from the U.S. Department of Education. The
purpose of the workshops is to facilitate dialogue between individuals on
university campuses, especially at Oregon State University, and persons in
the seafood coaIaunity, the private sector' and the public sector.

COMMENTS ON THE NORTH PACIFIC FISHERIES DELPHI PROJECT

Bill McNeil

BilL McNei2 has worked eith fisheries resources, paz'ticu2ar2y Pacific
salmon, for at 2east three decades. He has served on research assignments
vith Or egon State University, the University of Vashington, and the
National Mari~e Fisheries Service in Alaska. He has taught courses in
fishery science and aquacu2ture at OSU aM at, the University of A2aska.
He recent2y 2eft a position vith private industry at Oregon Aqua Foods
of Veyerhaeuser to become director of the Cooperative Institute for
Marine Resource Studies at the Hatfield Marine Science Center .

The North Pacific Fisheries Delphi Project was conducted by the
Alaska Department of Cormnerce. The term "Delphi" comes from a town in
ancient Greece which was recognized for its oracles and prophets, and the
term "Delphian" means prophetic . The Delphi method involves a large group
of experts who are brought together by correspondence. In this particular
study, 101 individuals were chosen for their expertise in the fisher ies
field. They were asked to respond to a series of assertions and questfons
put together by a research team. guestions were structured to stimulate
their thinking on the future outlook for the North Pacific fisheries. The
process involved three rounds of questionnaires. The first round was
exploratory and was structured by the research group. The second round of
questions and assertions was developed from responses to the first round.
Responses to the first round were collated and provided as feedback
through the second questionnaire in an attempt to identify areas of
consensus. The process was continued in the third round to further
establish areas of consensus.

The final report, dated September 1985, summarizes areas of consensus
and points out areas of disagreement. To give you some idea of the scale



of the effort, the first questionnaire consisted of 28 pages. The second
questionnaire was 76 pages. and the th1rd was 33 pages Those who
participated devoted hours of effort going through these documents and
responding to them.

The Panel of exPerts was structured around two criteria:  I!
tise in five seafood areas  suPply, demand, trade, price, and ma�k t, n !
and �! broad rePresentation from industry, government, and aced

The first round of questions focused on an overview of ma]or issues
which are likely to affect the seafood industry in the next twenty years.
 !uestions in the first round were developed by the research team with the
help of a group of advisors. It could be argued that the structure of
that fir st questionna1re might help set the tone and direction and
possibly bias the conclusions. This is a risk in the Delphi process.
Heaver, the partic1pants responded with many of their own questions and
assertions which were incorporated in the second and third questionnaires.
I doubt that the original questionnaire b1ased the outcome of the study.

One area of interest was to define impediments to and advantages for
the U.S. industry. Rounds two and three focused on the evaluation of the
responses to see whether or not a consensus could be obtained.

Nith regard to impediments to the U.S. industry, there was strong
agreement that there would be continued strong competition from foreign
products. There was also a perception that in our society we have a
tendency to structure our industry based on perceived social demands
rather than around sound economic strategies. Financing is generally
conceived to be inadequate, particularly long-term financing . A gener al
lack of government support that would prov1de an infrastructure for a
viable seafood industry was also considered to be an impediment along with
inadequate research and development.

There was a consensus that the U.S. seafood industry has some
advantages. Probably the bigges,t advantage is access to an abundance of
seafoods in our continental shelf waters. Another advantage is easy
access to U.S. markets which have considerable potential for growth.
Furthermore. the outlook for utilization of our groundfish resources
through blended seafood and other value-added products appears to be good.
There was considerable agreement that our domestic industry has good
potential to become competitive.

The panel developed a long list of important issues which the U.S.
fishing industry will face over the next 20 years. I chose sole examples
or today s presentation. If each of you were to go through the report

you might choose a different set of issues . The report is very complex .
One almost hae almost has to sort through it issue by issue and make value judgments
by the panel.
on how one personally feels about. the level of consens"s t"at "

Qne overriding issue which fits into the theme of this workshop '
that quality to the consumer is a major problem- The panelists agreed
4



that we need more coordination with product development, harvesting,
quality assurance, and marketing and promotion. Seafood pronetion is an
area that we have tended not to pursue adequately in this country. The
cost-competitiveness of our industry will also require continuing atten-
tion.

 juestions related to salmon aquaculture received considerable
attention by the panel. There was a recognition that competition from
foreign salmon aquaculture will increasingly affect the ability of our
industry to remain competitive in world markets.

I would like to digress to indicate to you that as the study pro-
gressed and consensus viewpoints surfaced, it soon became apparent that
the panel focused on two areas for significant future upside economic
potential. One area is salmon aquaculture, where a high-value species
offers considerable potential for expanding the supply by applied tech-
nology. The other area is groundfish, particularly with the reallocation
of stocks from foreign to U.S. industries. Though other forms of seafoods
weren't ignored, I think there was this general attitude: crustacean and
other fisheries are fairly mature--mature in the sense that the resources
are fully exploited in most instances. Future upside opportunities were
not clearly evident with fisheries other than salmon aquaculture and
groundfish. As we continue with this review, we will focus primarily on
salmon aquaculture and the groundfisheries.

The panel recognized that there are many institutional impediments to
the development of an effective, competitive U.S. fisheries industry.
There needs to be   I! better coordination between our biological manage-
ment and economic utilization and policy development; �! entrepreneurship
and foresight in developing competitive products and effective marketing
strategies; and �! maximization of our stocks of salmon, groundfish, and
shellfish for economic return. There was a general feeling that we need
to focus far more attention on the health aspects of seafoods to try to
expand per capita consumption, particularly in the U.S. Issues related to
property rights and overcapitalization, particularly in the capture
fisheries, will continue to plague us.

There was a general attitude among many panel members that much of
the thinking within our industry is production oriented. Me need to get a
better balance between production and marketi ng. Some of the arguments
reflect geographic and political concerns over the cost competitiveness of
vessel-based processing with shore-based processing. Me make it difficult
for our processing operations to become efficient and competitive by
creating regulatory impediments which make it difficult for floating
processors to operate. Furthermore, the U.S. has fallen behind many other
countries in the development of facilities such as the Hatfield Marine
Science Center for effective education and research.

le are also behind other countries in long-term financing for the
industry. The adequacy of our coastal ports and the infrastructure
required to support a dynamic fis'hing industry are behind that of other
nations.



The allocation issue of transferring harvest opportunities from the
fomi~ fisheries to the domestic fisheries is a major concern throughout
coastal areas of the U.5. There may be a continuing problem with currency
exchange rates. The strength of the dollar has caused great difficulty
for the competitiveness of our industry. The management of our trans-
bow dary stocks will continue to be a problm-

The panel identified a series of probable developments within the
next twenty years. 1 will discuss them briefly.

One key development is the likelihood that natural stocks  exclusive
of aquaculture! will soon reach maximum sustainable yields. There is even
some suggestion that we may already have approached this condition on a
world basis. This will stimu'late more interest in applying technology to
farm seafoods as opposed to hunting.

A parallel conclusion was that the capacity of the North pacific to
Irow salmon could well be reached within twenty years . This projection is
based partly on initiatives currently under way for ranching salmon . Me
are putting more and more fish into the North Pacific pasture, which of
course could lead to some political initiatives on allocation of grazing
rights. lith regard to cage culture of salmon, the panel predicted that
industry would continue to grow internationally and would probably supply
much of the European market.

There was a consensus that domestic fisheries will largely displace
the foreign fisheries within our conservation zone. The panel felt export
trading companies would become much more aggressi ve and competitive on the
world scene. The Third world countries could become significant markets,
particularly for our groundfish. Alaska would become the major supplier
of groundfish to the U.S. market.

Let's focus more specifically on salmon aquaculture in the next
twenty years. Again, the capacity of the North pacific to grow sa!mon is
expected to be reached. The panel expects a long-term increase in the
salmon supply to continue. This will be especially true for species like
P s and chums, which probably once again will become a staple item ininks and c

our diet. The major salmon-producing nations will probably be involved in
alogue on g~azing rights in the North Pacific . The USSR will become a

majo~ supplier of salmon, primarily to the European markets. The Japanese
ecome exporters, particularly of chum salmon, although they will

pro ably continue to import the red-fleshed salmon primarily sockeyel
The European markets will largely be supplied by therth Atlantic fish culture industry and ranching from the Soviet far

s - Perhaps the North American troll industry will find it difficult to
lp te Competition will be fierce with the increase in supply of cage-

monoids including Atlantic salmon. There will also be a
nteg«te the ranching programs with the capture

nonprofit h t h p ct Alaska is probably the model, with the private
associatio ery corPorations which are largely oPerated by fishermen's

e salmon aquaculture industry is expected to become self
6



supporting in teens of financing. The economic benefit from the salmon
resource is expected to continue to rise at a rate a little higher than
the increased supply. 1n other words, panelists don't expect to see such
depressed prices on salmon that incentives for increased production will
disappear. it will be economically feasible to continue to expand salmon
aquacul tur e.

Hith regard to groundfish in the next 20 years, the expectation is
that the U.S. industry will grow at the expense of the foreigners within
the 200-mile zone. The trend toward blended seafoods will continue, and
U.S. processors will participate much more actively in the production of
surimi and related products. There was a general consensus that the U.S.
would reduce foreign harvest in our fishery conservation zone by at least
50 percent. There would be a continued trend toward investing in floaters
as opposed to shore-based processing. The markets for groundfish will be
most active with fast food restaurants and convenience foods. There will
be a continued growth in demand for blended products, fresh and frozen
fillets, and breaded products  mostly convenience foods!. Price will be a
major factor affecting market demand, along with product quality and
dietary issues. Price, quality. and health issues were all identified as
major considerations for the future of our graundfisheries. The panel
predicts that we will pay more attention to the development of standards
for product quality.

These are some of the major conclusions that ! obtained from the
study. ! would encourage those of you who have an interest in this study
to contact the Alaskan Department of Comnerce for a copy of the report.

D1SCUSSION

Question: Mhat stimulated the state of Alaska to undertake this study'

Bill NcNeil: The Department of Comaerce in Alaska initiated a stuQ to
f f

Alaskan fisheries. The Governor's office was very concerned about the
future of the salaon programs in Alaska because considerable amounts of
state money had been spent on hatchery programs. ! think this triggered
the interest in undertaking the study. Once a group had been assigned to
plan the study, the objectives became «hach more broadly based than just
salmon. Salmon were an important component from the beginning, but it is
interesting that as the results surfaced, salmon became one of the key
elements in terms of identifying upside opportunity for Alaska's economy
in the future. There iS more tO this study than juSt AlaSka'S eConomy.
Me are looking at the fishery resources that are shared around the North
Pacific Rim.

Question: Here you aware of the two Norwegian developments that have
Gl en palace in the Puget Sound area, fish farming as we call itT



Bill McNeil: The interest for investment in Puget Sound is largely on the
'pPP p g g p . BBritish Columbia. ! have talked to some administrators in B.C. and as of
about three weeks ago, they had approved about 60 projects in British
Columbia. They literally have a "water rush" for people speculating on
permits for cage culture of salmonoids. Most of the financing is coming
from Europe: Norway, Scotland, and other European countries.
Comment: We are in the airline business and we see a lot of European cage
c~u ure salmon coming into Seattle. In fact, we had our first shipment
this last week. The unfortunate thing for that imported fish was that
Washington State had a late- season bonanza in the Hood Canal and it broke
the price. As of yesterday, we still had it in our storage because they
had to get $4.50 to $5.00 a pound. It is a beautiful fish, and that is a
major issue.

Bill NcNeil: European growers certainly do have excellent quality
1d « b t p i y « p f h ft h

on the market during the season in which hunting fisheries don't operate.
This, of course, represents the bulk of the year. During the season in
which salmon are available from our traditional fisheries, the farming
industry will have more difficulty in selling their product for the price
they really need. There is a very strong world trend now toward cage
culture of salmonoids. It is not just Norway; it is happening in Chile,
New Zealand, Japan, and Scotland, along with some minor production in
Puget Sound and on the east coast of the U.S. and Canada. Canada may
develop into a major producer. The Atlantic salmon is the prime target
species. I would say the chinook and then the coho salmon are second and
third. The Japanese have a fairly aggressive pen culture program with
coho salmon.

PANEL: IDENTIFYING THE WEAK LINKS IN THE CHAIN OF QUALITY

Jon Rowley

Jon Ro<ley ms born in Astoria and attended Reed CoZZege in Portland
and the 1nstitute of European Studies in Paris, France. He is a Zi, clang
scholar of the seafood industry and has traveLea widely throughout the
United States and Europe gaining hands-on experience at every Level of the
business. He also knocks the culinary applications of fish and shel,lfish
in different- cultures. Through his company, Fish Vorks, he provides
consuLting services to restaurants, retailers, and seafood companies.
His unique expertise has been used by transportation companies, adver-
tising agencies, public relation irms, cook book authors, food editor s,
ZV produ ers, and photographers. Prompting better seafood quality to the
seafood industry and consumers alike has lea to his national recognition
as an innovator in our industry. The AZaska Fishermen's Journal has said,
"2n the last five years Eon RouZey has heZped estabZish tandards by which
freshness and quality are measur ea." He contributes to various trade and
consumer pub Zications.



If, from the standpoint of qua1ity, the system functioned better than
it does, I would not have a business. Our clients are primarily restau-
rants and retailers, although we also have clients that are primary
producers.

Our clients pay us to make their businesses more profitable. We
promote better quality seafood. Good fish sells very well and the margins
are attractive. The problem is getting good fish in places that are at
the end of the distribution chain.

Generally, from the standpoint of quality, the seafood distribution
system in this country simply does not function. It is very encouraging
to see that there are now a few exceptions to this statement. If I really
know what fish is supposed to be, and I am a restaurant fish buyer or
retail fish buyer and put in a fish order through traditional channels,
there is probably not going to be much in the delivery that I can use. I
am going to have to return much of the order.

In trying to pinpoint weak links in this system, I would like to deal
with some things I perceive in general. In this country there are no
quality standards under which the industry operates. Neither the govern-
ment nor industry has standards. Now I see cases of individua'ts and
individual companies that are setting high standards, and that is very
encouraging. But in general, there are no industry-wide standards in this
country. As a resu'It, the general level of quality tends to be fairly low
in many regions.

There is no relationship between price and the quality of seafood
products that go across most of the docks in this country .

I see some weak points in fisheries management.

The previous speaker, Bill NcNeil, pointed out that the management of
the fishery is production oriented and not market oriented. Rarely is the
management decision evaluated from the standpoint of how that decision is
going to affect the quality of the fish. A good example: last year there
was some discussion about r ockfish quotas and the quotas got very low. The
boats from Washington lobbied for two-week trip limits instead of one-week
trip limits so that they wouldn't have to come in so often and incur more
fuel and other costs. From a bio'togical standpoint, there were no
dissenting arguments. It is not going to effect the quota adversely one
way or another if the fish are caught in one-week or two-week trips. But
from a consumer's standpoint, fish that have been on a boat over a week
are not interesting.

Generally there is no significant grading in the industry. A
fisherman that takes very good care of his fish, has impeccable handling
practices, ices his fish well, makes short trips, and unloads his fish
with a great deal of pride gets a certain price when he unloads his fish.
A fisherman comes in behind him who has been out 10 days, with fish poorly
iced. These fish are in very marginal condition. That fisherman unloads
and gets the same price as the fisherman with the quality fish . The fish



ntly mixed at, the dock and are sent out into the system. The
good fish goes throug e sh the system without its own market ide�tit�

nc a ure policy at the wholesale and retail levels of th
n ustr is a detriment to all of us and seems to be ext

~ the consumer An example of this is the use of the tern b
sound so« attractive in the market p

ap'per' to sell various species
another example, as is the use o ef the te~ "bay scallops" to sell calico

scallops.ll "b -scalisms" I call them. This is making fish sound better
than they might otherwise be.

In the freezing part of the business . I see a lot of variants in the
quality of frozen seafood products produced in Alaska and the Mest Coast,
In France they have two separate terms, "congele" and "surgelb." One of
these terms designates fish that are frozen at the peak of flavor and in a
correct manner. That fish, when properly stored and thawed, is very close
to the best fresh fish in quality . The other word designates fish that is
frozen because there is a glut of fresh fish on the market. The fish has
been sitting around awhile and there is no longer an opportunity to move
it into the fresh market, so it is frozen. Those are two completely
different levels of frozen fish quality. In this country, the two types
are mixed. It is just pounds of a conaodity sold at a price with no real
look at the quality.

Furthermore, the way fish ts frozen varies greatly from plant to
plant and situation to situation. Often the fish is not frozen fast
enough. Often the storage temperature, especially the temperature at
which frozen fish is transported, is not adequate to maintain the quality
of the fish if it was excellent at the start.

Another basic problem is the way fish is bought and sold over the
phone. It is pounds of fish, sold at a price. Often the buyer and the
seller do not even visually inspect the product that is being bought and
sold. Once again, there is no price-quality relationship and no real
opportunity to look at the product.

This is different in countries where the eye comes into play .
such cases, where the eye is very important in the whole purchasing
process, the price for good fish is good and the price for poor quality is
not so good. There are very strong incentives to fishermen to produce
good fis'h in auctions where price-quality relationships are very strong

From the research I have done in trying to determine how the handling
on boats affects the merits of the fish, I' ve found that the first three
»«s after the fish comes out of the water is critical. The handling

sh gets iamediately after it comes out of the water determines
w that fish is actually going to taste and determines the shelf life of
a is, pro"iding that everybody else in the chain does his or her job



There is room for improvement in the trawl fleet. Many of the fish
coming out of the fishery show evidence of severe bruising. This could be
a result of tows that are longer than they should be. Or it could be the
result of dumping a large volume of live fish into a fish hold while their
hearts are still beating. This breaks capillaries in the circulatory
system and the blood then goes out into the flesh. Tons of weight lies on
top of the fish that are on the bottom of the hold. Fishermen should
either shorten toes or find ways to get fish out of the nets that minimize
the opportunity for bruising. The manner of laying fish into fish holds
 when they are alive it is not a good practice to let large numbers of
fish drop long distances! and the practice of storing live fish with lots
of bearing weight on top create poor quality . Fish holds could be
separated by lateral bin boards. Some form of containerization could be
used, as well as improvements in the method of boxing. Depending on the
vessel, there are probably a number of different measures that could be
incorporated to address this bruising problem.

In the trawl fleet, I also noticed that it is not the practice on
this coast to dress fish such as true cod, black cod, and ling cod. If
that fish is more than four or five hours in an uncleaned condition, it
changes through enzymatic action, I see and smell the result of it. The
enzymatic action sours the flesh. It no longer has that clean, fresh,
moist quality that we expect when we eat fish. If it is possible to bleed
and dress more fish on the vessel, then to wash and chill them before
r igor sets in, that would greatly improve the quality of those species.

At the unloading dock, I do not see the introduction of fish pumps as
an improvement in maintaining the quality of the fish. At the processing
level, standards need to be set for the quality of the fish that is
unloaded at the docks and that fish needs to be graded. Good quality
should be rewarded. Mith troll salmon, a very simple quality indicator
could be used as a grading criterion on the dock: scale loss. I find this
is almost foolproof as 'long as there has been temperature control. If
salmon have minimal scale loss, their quality is usually excellent. The
scale loss is caused by mishandling.

I would like to see species of r ockfish that come to the docks in
significant volumes identified and segregated. The practice of packing
fillets in bags should be discouraged. If the fillets were nice to start
with, by the time they get to where they are going, they are not. When
you take them out of the bags, you unfold them; there are creases, they
are twisted, and they are not at all appealing to the eye. It is very
frustrating to get a bagful of fillets and to have several species of
rockfish that are different sizes. The shelf life is vastly different and
the species are different. They look different. they taste different, and
they appear different to the eye. By mixing them you are not raising the
value of the lowest desirable species. You are lowering the value of the
most desirable species. For instance, if you have a combination of wido~
rockfish and yellowtail rockfish, you are lowering the value that you
could be receiving for yellowtail rockfish. Yellowtail has much better
texture and a much longer shelf life.



I would also like to see more high-quality dressed fish available in
the marketplace so that at the retail level, the people that I work with
could do more cutting on site. Icing down the whole fish and cutting it
as it is needed would improve quality. As soon as fish have been cut, as
soon as they have been exposed to the air, they are subject to bacterial
growth. This would not happen if the fish were kept in whole dressed form.

Les Greening

Les Creen".ng i chairman of the board "or Airper t r xi~axe Cowman,,
located at Sea-Tac Znternat".onal Airport. Le has spent '=' year.- "n ti:e
air transport industr~<; HG g~. ears uith the direct airlines an' 2,> year::
vith his own company. That ent'.'re thee he lpga deal .. in air
.~pecializirug in per tshable xoads..'8. Creentey talkea ubo~t;-'eak:Ln':s
in the transportation of the product.

I represent a facet of the air transport industry. We are a service
organiiation and are not involved, of course, in the direct airline
operation. I was asked to identify the weak links in air shipments . Many
weaknesses have been due to inexperience, and these have been overcome.
There are still a number of problems that have yet to be worked out. We
are working hard on those.

I would like to preface my "weak links" list by making a few state-
ments as to what you people are probably fully aware of . Fish and seafood
are becoming an increasing factor in the American diet. Most of us are
aware of the factors that are contributing to the changes taki ng place in
the eating habits of the American people. In the last few years, people
have learned more about the effects of cholesterol and saturated fat in
our diet . This is prompting a change to protei n sour ces that are low i n
cholesterol and saturated fats . Two of the best sources of this protein
are poultry and fish.

This diet change has resulted in an increasing demand for the
movement of fresh seafood by air to poi nts in the U.S. further than 24
hours trucking time from the source. Fishermen know their product.
Nobody knows it better, but once it leaves thei r hands they have to have
intimate knowledge of the distribution chain or complete confidence in the
people they are dealing with.

The distribution chai n has to be viewed as part of the product
itself . We are not selling only fish; we are selling fish at a certain
destination point. This is where we as a service organization enter the
air transportation chain . Our link is a function that strengthens the
chain and eliminates most of the weak points .

There are several potential weak points:



 I! Delivery from the producer to the airport in non-refrigerated
trucks. We insure that refrigerated trucks are used at all times,

�! No airport control when awaiting flight. The product should be
kept under refrigeration at all times at a temperature conduci ve to the
maximum protection of the product. At many airports fish are put in
refrigerators that are designed more for flowers and produce than for
fish. We probably have one of the largest facilities of any airport in
the U.S. We just built a $2 million building at SeaTac International
Airport. There, we have a fish cooler and a large cooler for imported
tropical fruits. The fish cooler is kept at 31 to 32 degrees. The
tropical fruits are kept around 50 degrees. In addition, we have a
freezer . The freezer is used primarily to subject some fi sh products to a
good, sharp chill for an hour or two before we tender it to the airline.
It goes across an electronic scale in our facility where it is weighed.
Then we can deliver it to plane side. which eliminates the lead time
necessary to get it aboard the airplane.

�! Not notifying the consignee of the flight number and arrival time
at destination to enable prompt pick up. Notification is very important,
especially going into the major markets in the East. As soon as a
shipment is on the airplane, we call the consignee and let him know it is
on board. Preferably it is on a nonstop flight, which he can monitor. It
is his responsibility to pick up that shipment as soon after arrival time
as possible . This again cuts down on the time . Don 't let the airline put
it in their refrigerator. Nany airlines don't have refrigerators, and
those that do may not keep fish at the right temperature. It is up to the
consignee to be on top of it all the time if he wants prime product.

�! Not selecting the most direct and expeditious route or failing to
monitor the shipment to be sure the product is on its way and arri ves as
routed. There are four choices in airline movement as far as we are
concerned. The first and most desirable, of course, is to use the same
airline to ship your fish nonstop from point A to point 8. The second is
to use the same airline on a direct flight, even though it stops en route
to the final destination of your shipment. The third is to use the same
airline with your cargo transferred from one flight to another. And
wherever possible, stay away from the fourth choice, interline
 transferred from one airline to another!, because this is where we run
into problems. guite frequently, it's tough to pinpoint who is
responsible, why the shipment didn't get on the connecti ng flight, and so
on.

�j Delayed or cancelled flights. In these cases, retrieval of the
shipment and proper storage in a refrigerated fish room is necessary.
This is very important because you can't control the weather. There are
times, especially around Christmas, when mail takes priority over air
freight. Although the airlines do try to show a preference, if they can,
to perishable products, this is not always possible.

�! One weak point that we cannot fully overcome is the fact that we
cannot shi p by air using wet ice. Wet ice is the ideal way, as you people
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know, for shipping fresh fish. Ne are in the process of working on
packaging that will eliminate any possibility of leakage in the fresh
shipments while in transit. Although wet ice is an ideal way to ship, it
is presently prohibited by U.S. air carriers because of leakage which has
a brine content.

I would like to read from a recent bulletin concerning what is
necessary to minimize this problem. Right now Norwegian farmed salmon has
started to arrive in this country. Me had our first shipment here last
week. The Scandinavians have solved the leakage problem. They allow wet
ice on their airplanes in a Norwegian-built, leakproof, styrofoam
container. It is I I/4 to I I/2 Inch thick and encased by an impregnated
carton similar to our wet locks. however, it's folded and constructed a
little differently so that you don 't pop the corners .

You are all aware of our wet locks. Me do have a problem when you
put a hundred pounds of fish in there. Mhen two people pick it up . they
torque the box and pop the corners; then there is leakage. However, the
Norwegian version has reinforced corners and is very well designed.
Because of the possible fish farming and shipping which we have in the
Pacific Northwest, we want that type of packaging over here. Me are going
to try to find an American manufacturer to make those boxes.

I recently distributed a letter accompanied by letters from Frontier
Airlines, United, and Northwest. It describes some of the problems we are
facing. I' ve enclosed two recent memos from airlines outlining the new
packaging regulations for seafood. From recent media articles, we are a'll
aware of the importance of maintaining airline equipment. Tragedies can
occur when these standards are leered. To quote Greg Chen, district
cargo sales manager of Northwest Airlines: "Brine presents a safety
hazard to the air trap and its critical components."

United Airlines was required to take two airplanes out of ser vice for
several days because of leakage corrosion in the be'lly . One of these was
due to leakage of seafood outbound from Seattle. UAL 's estimated cost per'
day for an airplane out of service is t35,00O. This estimate is based on
maintenance and lost revenue.

I have had experience with this 1 eakage . Me started out in Alaska in
I940 with Pan American. After world Har II we tried to encourage a
southbound movement of seafood . The only thing that Alaska produces i n
quantity that lends itself to air is fresh fish. Of course at that time,
most of the salmon was being canned, and what wasn't being canned was
frozen. There wasn 't much of a fresh market at that time, so after I
joined pacific Northern Airlines, we zeroed in on king crab when it came
into the American diet right after the War. Prior to that, Americans did
not know about king crab. Nth the first few shipments we weren't aware
of the significance of leakage, and we had quite a bit of leakage in the
DC4s. I was interested in the southbound load because that enhanced our
revenue figures. Me had full loads of cargo going north but nothing going
south . I then learned of the corrosive properties of brine and sa'it on
al Nninum. The belly on one of our OC4s had to be relined at a cost of
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about $6,000, which at that time was a lot of money. Mr. Noodle, the
president of Pacific Northern Airlines, had a little strip cut out which
had a hole in it. Every time I started talking about moving fish, he
would pull this out as his exhibit of corrosion. Today, damage due to
corrosion is even more important.

Since a substantial part of our business is in the handling of
seafood air shipments, we are very concerned when there is a problem with
packaging. It is in the interest of all of us to make certain that we
prevent any leakage from shipments before it starts. The airlines are now
requiring us to use heavy-duty plastic liners. This liner is not to take
the place of liners in the wet lock boxes or smaller shipments consisting
of loose individual boxes or E and EH containers. Me make certain they
are properly packaged before tending to the airline.

This is probably the most current problem we have. If we get that
solved then we will improve the product transportation by including wet
ice in the container. As I said, the Norwegians have already done this.
The product is coming from Norway in wet ice and it ar rives in beautiful
shape. As you know, there is a certain amount of dehydration in seafood
when it is not kept in a very moist condition.

One of the most positive factors for the future of fresh fish is that
the product lends itself to air transport. I am thinking of aquaculture
as it is being developed in the puget Sound area as a potentially large
customer for air freight services. As we resolve these weak points in the
distribution chain we will enhance the development of new mar kets for
fresh fish. I don't know if you are aware that the Norwegians have
invested in two aqua farms in Puget Sound. I understand next March will
be the first harvest from Cyprus Island. The other farm is at Port
Angeles. Me are very excited about that. I don't think that is going to
cut into the harvested salmon. What it is going to do is fill in the void
left when harvested salmon is not available. It is going to augment the
ocean harvest and will enable the product to be in the market for 12
months out of the year.

Here is a final story to show you we are ahead of soroe other
countries. Our first farm salmon shipment from New Zealand was in
horrible shape as far as packaging was concerned. @hen the container came
in on Pan American, it was full of water from leakage. A lot of the fish
had to be transhipped out of Seattle, so it was necessary to repackage it.
The New Zealanders were doing two things that we learned not to do a
number of years ago. They had a styrofoam container that was not
leakproof; it was of the loosely compacted styrofoam type. They thought
they would make sure that it didn't leak by encasing it in a very thin
plastic. In handling, the workers are not always careful. By the time
the salmon arrived, the ice had melted. Now pan American has refused to
ship New Zeal and salmon until the problem is solved� .



Peter Troy

Peter Trcp, cf Trop Seafccde in Port2ard, has been active in the
eeagoocE induatrp f'cr a lang one and ia quaH+ conacious.

I have five retail stores and one small restaurant in Portland and
have been in the business for 18 years. Me do about three mil11on in
sales. Two years ago I bought into a processfng company in Sitka, Alaska,
called Qualfty Seafood. Me processed about four mfllfon pounds of fish at
the plant last year. I am pretty involved fn trying to get quality fish
to our stores. One of the reasons we bought into the processing plant in
$1 tka was to try to sol ve some of the problems of gettf ng good-qua	 ty
fresh ffsh.

I wfll tell you a 11ttle bit more about the processing end of it
later. Me dfdn't succeed fn gett1ng quality by buying a processing plant
that does four million pounds. One of the things we need fn our retail
stores fs at least five days of shelf life for our ffsh. This fs reason-
ably difficult to have 1n lots of fnstances, because everybody fn the
distribution chain tends to use up the shelf 1ffe before the fish get
dtstributed. Nany times it is not thefr fault. They have a glut of fish
all at once and the logistics of gettfng this fish to the end user fs
difffcult. Me buy from brokers also. But it fs difficult to buy from a
broker because he doesn't see the fish that he sells. Me have to take a
chance on what we get when we buy from a broker.

For example, take a frozen ffsh from a broker. Me thaw it out and
don't know whether ft was frozen when 1t was 2 days old or when ft was 10
days old.

Don Rowley described very accurate'ly the situation that occurs when
ffshermen bring the fish in. Ho matter how hard you try to keep good-
qualfty ffsh separated from older ones, ft fs almost impossible. You have
tons of fish on the floor and you have logistics that are very taxing:
working 24 hours a day w1th fish com1ng fn and fish going out.

On top of that, we have an agency that is setting very short seasons.
The fishermen have to go out further and stay out longer to get thei r
fish. Me had a season that lasted 10 days. The fishermen ran out and
instead of coming in every 3 or 5 days to deliver their f1sh, they just
stayed out there the whole time. When they came in, they had more fish
than they shou'ld have stacked up fn their holds and the fish were older
than they should have been.

In our retailing stores, we have a problem with price versus quality .
The consuwer looks in the newspaper at the ad prices. Consumers are very
price consc1ous. We have mafntained quality from the beginning fn our
business; that is how we developed it. Me can't sell for the same price
that the grocery store can. The grocery store buys from the processor.
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They buy the stuff that is thrown in the bag and folded up. The age of it
is sometimes questionable.

What we buy is what some of the pr ocessors call a quality pack . The
processor takes the better grade of fish, packing it with plastic in
between the layers. It costs a little bit more to do. Me have to compete
with the grocery store, which is very difficult. Fortunately, our
customers are still coming back to us, and they seem to be appreciating
qual ity.

An example is the housewife who goes into the grocery store and buys
an avocado for 50 cents, takes it home, and finds out that it isn't all
that good. Maybe she eats a little bit of it and throws away the rest.
But when she goes in, buys a pink salmon, pays $20.00, comes home, and it
isn't very good and has to be thrown away, she is considerably irate.

I am afraid the seafood industry hurts itself an awful lot by
merchandizi ng a product of inferior quality. The housewife goes i nto the
grocery store and buys a piece of fish. Maybe this is the first time she
has purchased fish in a year or two, because she may have had a previous
bad experience. She bakes the fish or cooks it, It smells and the house
stinks. Her husband and children then ask, "Do we have to eat that stuff?
It stinks!"

It is a bad experience for her and for the family. Her attitude is,
"I am not going to buy any more of that fish." Maybe she picks one kind
of fish that she doesn't ever prepare again or maybe she !ust takes it as
fish in general. I truly believe that if in the very beginning we had
made sure that every piece of fish which came across the counter to the
customer was of good quality, we would have a lot more fish eaters out
there today . Take a good-quality fish and it will smell pleasant. It
has a good sea breeze odor.

Me have a terrible time in our stores trying to maintain quality. Me
have picked certain suppliers up and down the coast that we trust and have
confidence in. They have generally done a good job for us. They know
that if they send us semething that isn't good, we are going to call them
up and say, "What would you like for us to do with this?" "Do you want
us to send it back to you, freeze it, or throw it away?" After a few
instances like that, they find out that we do mean business and that we
really must have quality. Thus, we have developed a few suppliers that
are doing a very good job for us. There are not very many of them out
there.

I will tell you a story about our processing plant in Alaska and some
of the problems we have up there. The plant is 'located in Sitka. Seiners
wer e working close by, and there some very good-quality pinks in the area.
A seiner came to our buyer and said, "Me ~ould like to go out and fish for
you; will you buy our fish?" Our buyer went down to the processing plant
and said to the operations manager, "I have these boats that want to fish
for me; they want to deliver the fish tonight at 6:00 p.m. Mill you be
able to take the fish and process them?" The plant manager said, "I won' t
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b able t d them tonight but I will do them the first thing in the
mrning."

decided that would be adequate. We could buy the fish and get
~~d in the morning. They would be less than 12 hours old from

g~ they sere caught until the tine they were processed. Me told our
fishermen to go ahead and go fishing. They caught 10,000 pounds of pinks
end c~"back to dock, where we put more ice on them to make sure they
were very cold-

The next morning the plant manager said, "I' ve gotten a lot more fish
fn than I thought and some of it is older than your fish. We always have
to process the oldest fish first so they won't spoil. That evening as
well as the next aorning, it was the same story. Finally, on Monday
morning he got around to processing those fish. The fish coming down the
line wre of very poor quality, very smelly, and there was only one
option: grind them up.

We bought those fish fram the fishermen, then we had to grind them up
and throw them away. You would like to say, "Whose fault is this'" The
plant manager had good intentions because he meant well. Ne thought he
could do it. Me also had 800,000 other fish on the floor he had to take
care of. The processing plant gets so busy with so many fish that it is
very difficult for it to do a good job with quality.

I'm getting out of processing in Alaska. Three million dol'lars worth
Of sa'les doesn't say much for 4 million pounds of fish if most of it is
going to Europe, Japan, and places such as that.

Sitka is a small town. It has four flights a day to the States and
we want to bring out a few thousand pounds of fresh fish in to the
continental U.S. on a daily basis. The airlines tell us, "We will allow
you, as a processor in Sitka, to bring out two thousand pounds a day ." We
tell thea, "Ne will have two thousand pounds there tomorrow mornin9."

When we take it to the airport, they say, "Ne can only get a thousand
pounds out on the flight today. We will send the other thousand out
toaorrow.' "What about my two thousand pounds for the next dayf" we
respond.

"Well. we wi'll have to put that off."

processin9 is not too exciting . Something in retailing that is very
exciti~g is advertising. The newspapers like to have their ad copy in
their ha"ds on ««day for their Wednesday advertisements. The consumer
is 9of ng to read this ad on Wednesday and buy this fish the next Fri day .
In most instances the fisherman hasn't caught this fish on Friday when you
are suppo sed to submit the ad, especially if it is going to be fresh . We
h«e to do a lot of praying and a lot of hoping . When we have a fresh
sea««oain9 up we call the processor and say. "Now, we want to run an adn««ednesd» «r all these salmon that your fishermen haven't caught
yet- How much are you going to char ge us for this catch?"
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The processor says, "Mell, the fishermen and I haven't even come to
an agreement yet as to what I am going to pay for the fish." So, I have
to put this ad in the paper, put a price in there, and think, "I hope this
is going to work out."

Me have to work around those logistics all the time, and we are still
succeeding in doing it.

George Berkompas

Geode Herkompas is aua2ity assurance manager �~or Chugacb Alaska
Fisheries. He has a B.S. in Lio2ogica2 science and spent 28 years uith
the National marine Fisheries Sernrice in seafood inspection. He spent
two years as a consultant in product inspection and seafood handlirug.
He has also been the director' o~ ~a2itv assurance, or whiting at
Faldalgo Sea�- oods.

Processors have some logistic problems in receiving fish from
fishermen, and a'iso in getting the fish out of the processing plant. Our
firm handles she'llfish as well.

I will have to say the processor is literally caught in the middle.
Me can't improve the quality of the fish we get. The only way to maintain
the status quo is by putting it in a can. Jon Rowley referred earlier to
ideal handling. However, the fishing methods today don't lend themselves
to individual handling of the fish.

One of the weak links in the process is scheduling deliveries. Mhen
you have 100 fishermen, how do you schedule your deliveries so everybody
is happy and everybody can get i nto the dock and out fishing again before
the season closes?

In r ecei ving the product, we set standards. We won't take any fish
that is warmer than a certain temperature, say 50 degrees Fahrenheit. But
this can cause problems. For example, what if one of your fishermen makes
a set out at the end of the dock and drags his seine over to your unload-
ing point? The water is about 50 degrees so the fis.h is already warmer
than your receiving standards. But the fish are alive.

Me presently use a wet pump for unloading. We have found that it
actually maintains the status quo as well as any other of our unloading
methods such as elevators. If the fish is really fr esh when it comes to
the dock, we won't have any difficulties there.

Another weak link is sorting the fish for your market. You have to
decide whether to send them to a fresh market. If you want to send it to
a fresh market, are the fish of high enough quality?
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Another weak link fs the holdfng. If you have hundreds of thousands
of pounds of fish coming in all at once, you have a problem of sorting and
handling in the prope«««- At present we use champagne ice in our
plants for holding the round fish. I am a firm believer in ice for
coolfpg. Qou can't use too much ice as far as I am concerned.

Schedulfng for processing on an individual basis is also a problem.
/gybe one boat will deliver excellent fish and you start processing those

Then another boat comes fn that has fish which are near margfnal.
Do you fnterrupt your processing and go to the poorer fish or do you keep
on doing what you have been doing so that you have excellent qual fty from
the first boat?

Schedulfng shipments  whfch Peter Troy touched on! fs a very sore
point  gettfng fish out of the renete locations, especially for the fresh
markets]. The airlines will promise us cargo space for so many thousand
pounds but when the flight comes down from Anchorage, someone else has
humped that space and we have to take our fish back to the plant.
Sometfmes the airline doesn't notify us. The ffsh will be sitting at the
airport, with the next flfght not due for another 8 or 10 hours.

Agafn, every step in handling the ffsh, from the catch to the
consoaer, lowers the quality .

I would like to say something about marketing frozen fish versus
fresh. I have a hangup about this, because people are so orfented toward
buyin~ fresh fish. I think they wf]l sacrifice qualfty just to get "fresh
fish. Nfch is better: a fish that has been frozen after it is only a
few hours out of the water or a fish that has been in the market for sfx
or seven days and hasn't been frozen yeti In these days of microwaves and
refrigerators, ft fs a simple matter to thaw frozen fish for almost
iImedfate consumption.

In suaeatfon, I say we definitely all have to work together to put
out a better product.

Scott Soley

Scott Bolep has been. a +isherman since 18rb, fishing primarilu f»
t hrou~,h
saL~on and secondarily for albacore. 8is fishing sea~on goes rom Na8J,rough Cetober uith geather and season permitting. Scott has become
.'.vo'ved in various panels and projects durirg the uinter. Currently,

a me4nber of the southern panel on the U.S./Canada Sa&on Commission,
a m~~ber of the user group panel of the XLamath River Zask Force, a
r c-'aber of the . ea grant advisory Council, a director of the Internationa~

Coalition and a coordinator of Fishermen So'lidari+y.

I would like to address some of the weak links that I perceive in
bringing high-quality fish to consumers. I want you to realize that my
perspective is entirely from my experience with troll-caught fish. I
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don't presume to have any knowledge or expertise in any other area. I
think that many of the coements that have been stated are accurate.

From the fishermen's point of view, I think one of the major weak-
nesses is the lack of a quality control program. Perhaps the primary
problem is a lack of incentive for quality control. There is no incentive
for me as a fisherman to deliver high-quality fish to a processor, because
at the plant my high-quality fish are mixed with low-quality fish and then
all goes out through the mi'll. They are delivered to the consumer at day
twelve, or somewhere around there, as the same mediocre-to-poor product.
I am paid exactly the same amount for my good-quality fish as the rest of
the fishermen are paid for poor quality fish.

I'd say another weak point in the system is the lack of refri geration
and a lack of ice faci lities up and down the coast. It is difficult,
particularly in California, to get adequate ice for your vessel when you
need it. And if you can get it, it is- usually very expensive. Therefore,
people tend not to buy enough ice . The lack of ice facilities is one
reason we' ve gone to a refrigeration system on our boat. If we had had
fish ice facilities in the shore-based plants, we would not have installed
thi s.

Another thing that degrades the quality of salmon, and I think this
may be true of groundfish along the West Coast, is the dockside practices
when the fish are unloaded. Generally the fish are unloaded in the sun
and placed in totes. The workers have alraost no training as to what
constitutes good or poor handling techniques. It is very cotrIaon to drop
the fish from great heights on the grading tables. It is very cortmen to
let the fish sit in the sun for hours.

When a trip fish has been delivered, it is three to five days old.
To warm that fish up to a 40 or 50 degree temperature is a sin and it will
markedly decrease the quality. That fish needs to be maintained at 32
degrees Fahrenheit or close to that in order to mai~tain its quality. The
problem is that the buyer for those fish doesn't have any incentive to
demand quality, either. He is paid only 25 to 30 cents a pound to handle
those fish for someone else in the system. The whole system is not geared
toward quality. The whole system is geared toward getting out a uniformly
poor quality at the other end of the chain.

At the annual meeting of the International Trollers Coalition, ~hich
we just had in Seattle, we felt that quality, coupled with identity, is
the number one problem we are facing as trollers. Me are instituting a
program which we feel will address some of these problems. It is the
system overall that does not encourage or give incentive for quality. As
a fisherman, I see this as the weakest link in the chain.

Any extra care taken by the fisherman must be rewarded with an
incentive. It can't put him at a competitive disadvantage because fishing
is very competitive. It is just. as competitive as the processing industry
or the retailing industry. If I, as an individual fisherman, put myself



at a competitive disadvantage by taking extra care of my fish that I don' t
get paid for, there is no way to make it up.

DISCUSSION

4uestfon: Mhat are the problems facing fishermen who'd like to negotiate
a~gfier price for quality fish brought in to the processors?

Scott Sole: I think one of the primary problems has been that top-grade
s oses ts identity as it goes through the distribution chain. It can

be recognized by experts as a top-quality fish at the other end, but it is
not kept separate and it is not easy to keep separate. The logistics are
not, easy, and most pr ocessors haven't been interested in quality control
up to this point. I hope things will change in the future. Me have a
proposal which would create an identity for the high-quality product,
coupled with an orientation and training program for both fishermen and
processors. If we create an identity for a high-quality product, then I
think we can negotiate a base price and quality bonus for fishermen.

4uestion: I would like to ask George if he perceives some opportunities
n~ow or the processors in terms of better quality, with the rise of fish
ranching facilities .

Geor Berkam as: I can't speak for the other processors in Prince
am un , ut the way we are set up at Chugach is that we have

fishermen deliver to tenders, who are on a 24-hour rotation . In other
words, they are not allowed to stay out longer than 24 hours on the
grounds. They don't purchase fish that is any older than 6 hours.
Technically, the oldest, fish we would get into the plant would be 24 hours
from catch to receipt at the plant. Rquaculture-raised fish are put out
on bid to the individual processors, and the prices ga quite high. I
don't think the high price which is paid to farmed fish is offset by the
quality of that fish because its quality isn't that much better than the
fish that we get from the fishermen.

4uestion: Me have trouble getting anyone to take high-quality fish at a
hTgger price Can .yow respond to this problemf

Peter Troy: I think I can help you a little bit on that. I will give you
a~nexamp e using salmon. Consider a processor who pays a fisherman a
nickel more a pound f«a high-quality fish, then has to sell that fish
for more money. He has to find a willing buyer. His main buyers of large
quantities of salmon  which he is processing! are going to be the large
grocery chains  assuming he «going to the domestic market!. Those
people are all competing against one another and they are buying large
quantities. Their buyer is concerned about price because price is profit.
you offer them some s«ff th« is worth a nickel more. Mhat is the
differencey It is still the same: it is salmon.
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The other little problem which we can throw in is getting that
salmon, which you paid a nickel more for, to its destination before it
becomes the same age as the rest of the sallen that is going out.

Here's another factor. If the processing plant is in Alaska, 90
percent of all the salmon are going to be in gross and sold to the
Japanese or Europeans. Ten percent is going to go to the domestic market.
The domestic marketplace consists of chain stores and small private
companies like ours. We can afford to pay a little bit Nore and do pay
more for a better quality fish. But there are not enough companies like
ours to take care of the number of fishermen who want to bring in that
quality product if they could get a nickel more for it.

Jon Rowley: Rockfish is one high-quality fish I' ve been trying very hard
to~n~asource for. If you are a fisherman or a processor and you have
a desire to upgrade the quality of your rockfish, I would very much like
to talk to you.

guestion: Ever since I have been involved in the fishing industry, I have
6eeen earing about the same problems. Ts anything really changing? Are
the retailers and consumers really demanding better quality?

Scott 8oley: Q perception, from reading the trade journals and in my

conscious at a very rapid rate. I t'hink there will be profit potential
for high-quality fish. The challenges are that there has to be a struc-
ture that will allow this profit potential to occur. Me are trying to set
this up for a very limited species  salmon--troll salmon, particularlyj
and only on a pilot basis for this coming year. If you want a solution to
the overall problem you are going to have to come up with an overall
system that allows the higher-quality product to be effectively marketed
and thus reward the people who engage in this all through the whole chain.
I think there is profit potential.

Jon Rowley: I think changes are occurring and a lot of major fast-
~rea ing evelopments are taking place. These result in much better fish
reaching the market in most regions and at every level. For the most
part. these positive changes are not coming out of the industry. The
changes are consumer driven; in fact, there is an explosion in the
consumption of seafood. You don't have to sell fish. Consumers are
looking to buy fish, but they want it to taste good. Once consumers have
the opportunity to be exposed to excellent seafood, they never will buy
anything less. At that point, the industry, I predict, will change
extremely rapidly. This will occur once a critical mass of consumers
knows quality.

I think the food editors and food writers in the consumer publica-
tions are now beginning to play a very important role in increasing
consumer awareness about quality . I do think that things are changing.
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Cement: There has been some emphasis on how old the fish are. It is not
fee oTJ a fish is that determines quality; it is how a fish is taken care
of when it is first caught. You have to take care of it il diately, and
put it in a refrigerated hold or on ice. There is a big difference. I
would much rather eat a 10-day-old fish that is kept in ice than a fish
that is caught, left in the sun, and marketed the next day . There is less
shelf life on that fish than on a 10-day-old fish that is taken care of.

Les Greenin : I am not an expert on fish but I think that is right. I
was res d in what George Berkompas had to say about fresh versus
frozen fish. I love fish and eat a lot of it. I have a selfish interest
in the fresh product. The test really is this: how does it taste and how
is it perceived when it is consumed' I would like to bring up a point
with the experts. Me are becoming involved with the Norwegian salmon. As
I understand, when this farm salmon is harvested and ready for market,
handlers put them in killing pens and then cut the gills and let them
bleed. This removes all the blood from the fish. Mhen that salmon
arrives here it is beautiful. It is exceptional. The fish is delightful
and has no fish smell. Mhen we first started flying in the orange roughy
as a fresh product, I really liked it. Now they are bringing it in as
frozen product and I really can't tell the difference between the fr ozen
and fresh. Either or ange roughy freezes well, or the processors do an
exceptional Job of freezing it properly and keeping it at a low tempera-
ture consistently until it arrives at the market. As a consumer I can
tell the difference between salmon which is fresh and salmon which has
been frozen.

Cogent: Les, with your remarks about Norwegian salmon, you' ve eliminated
seve~T of the processor's weak links. Fish farmers can harvest just
exactly what they need to market. They don't get a whole boatload of fish
coaing in all at once and they handle the fish individually, not in mass.

Les Greenin: Mell, am I !ustified in being excited about the development
o e s -farming industry in the U.S.1,

guestfon: I would like to direct this to Jon Rowley. There seems to be
annm erlying assumption here that if quality seafood is delivered to the
markets, that will automatically lead to higher prices. Me're assuming
the consumer is going to accept it. There are limited markets where you
will be able to get that kind of acceptance. I think most of the business
is going to be in the grocery store chains . I question if demand is
automatically translated.

Jon Rowley: No, not automatically. Mhat you fust described is the status
~quo, s the way things are currently being done. tf you look at the
actual percentage of fish sales in some of these chains as opposed to meat
sales or the percentage of fish sales as a function of the overall store
sales. they are not selling very much fish. This is because it doesn' t
taste and smell good. In many supermarkets. you walk by the fish counter
and you turn away from it, You don't want to be near the thing because
you start to perceive what it is all about before you even get there.



Consumers want fish that taste good. They are not that price
sensitive. I know if I go into the store and I am buying a piece of fish
to take home to eat, especially if I happen to be entertaining, I worry
less about the price. People love to entertain with seafood if they can
get really good seafood. I want something that is very, very good. If I
have to pay even another dollar a pound for it, it is not a concern to me.
+ concern is that I entertain well, or that «y family eats well. In the
environments that I have been working in, I see a very direct relationship
between quality and increased fish consumption. I think it can happen
across the board if quality becomes consistently and dependably better.
But you are right: higher-quality fish does not automatically translate
into better prices . but it can if there is a process that takes place.

Cotmnent: In 1984, Better Homes and Gardens did a consumer survey and
founi~at most of e qua y concerns were rated as being more important
than price considerations. The survey revealed that the most important
factors influencing the consumer are the food's appearance, freshness, and
nutritional value, Fol'lowing those concerns was cost. I think that is an
important provis1on.

VOLUNTARY INSPECTION PROGRN

Carl Grant

C'ar 2 Grant r'eceiued his bache2or's degree in agricu2~e f~m the
L'niversi+ of llisso~ri. Pe has spent 22 years in the seafooa inspection
business, 2| of them as a supemisor. r7e has been in the Pacific %or thvest
for ten gears, and at present mr ks out of the .Vationa2 Marine Fisheries
Service office in Be22ingham, washington.

I would like to start by giving a short history of voluntary seafood
inspection. It came into existence with the Agricultural Marketing Act of
1946. This act was designed to promote a scientific approach to the
problems of market1ng, transportation, and distribution of agricultural
products. F1sh and shellfish of all types were included in the act as
agricultural products. It was meant to pronete better quality through
development of voluntary grade standards, and it was to provide voluntary
inspection and certification on a fee-for-service bas1s.

Inspection actually got under way in 1948 under the USDA. One of the
first needs seemed to be for a U.S. grade standard for fish sticks and
portions . Processors were being tempted to use less than the best fish i n
these products and to use less and less fish and more batter and breading,
since batter and breading were inexpensive in comparison with the fish.
Nth no standards and with the cost of producing these products directly
related to the percentage of fish they contain, it is not too hard to
understand why products were being overbreaded.



Standards were developed for fried fish sticks, raw breaded fish
and eventually a number of other Products.

The mi�imum fish flesh percentage was set at 60 percent for f~ied
fish sticks, 65 Percent for fried portions. 72 percent for raw breaded
~ti~k~ and 75 percent for raw breaded portions. These still remain in
effect today- In addition to the flesh percentage. it was determined that
g~ade A must have good flavor and odor--not just fair or reasonably good,
but /leal ly goo4. And to be grade A the product must score a minimum of 85
points using the grade standar4 which has point deducti ons for the
4ifferent 4efects. Factors that can be scored under this standard are
such things as damaged sticks, uniformity of size. distortion when cooked,
and blemishes such as blood spots, bones, and texture.

The provision of the agricultural marketing act that related to fish
and shellfish was transported from USDA to the Department of Interior in
1956. The program continued gradually to expand into breaded shrimp, fish
steaks, fish fillets�canned Products, and so on. Although it was the
same program with the same inspectors, it was a different department. In
1970. the program was transferred to the U.S. Department of Commerce,
~here it remains today .

How does the program work? All of our inspecti ons are by request.
Our inspectors are not authorized to inspect any product or any facility
without a request to do so. This request can come from any party with an
interest in the product and comnonly comes from the processor.

You might ask, "blhy would a processor invite the government in, pay
an inspector a lot of money, and possibly have the government give the
processor a hard time about the conditions of his plant and maybe the
quality of his product'F"

There are several reasons. products that are packed under federal
insPection  i .e., the plant, the product, and the label are approved! can
carry the U.S. grade A mark or the "packed under federal inspection" mark.

Pro duct can be advertised as being federally inspected . In some
cases. buyers have specifications that require U.S. grade A or the PUFI
 packed under federal inspection! mark, depending on the product. On
exported Products, the importing country may require the inspection or the
sell« may request inspection for his protection, The seller may know
that he has a high-quality product, but feels that the buyer might try to
c»im otherwise. In that case, the inspection certificate would protect
the seller.

This differ
'"ce we must pay our way, there is a charge for all of our services.

' d'f e «rom mandatory programs, such as USDA meat and poultry
over time.
»sp«tion- There, taxpayers' money pays for the inspection, exce t forp

We have b
lot inspectionve basically th ee types o f inspections: contract inspec
the handlinP ion, and miscellaneous services. Under contract inspection

ng practices and sanitary conditions must be approved. A
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sanitation standard is used to rate the plant to check such items as
construction of the building, lighting, water supply, waste disposal,
laboratories, ventilation, cleaning, and personnel practices. Points are
deducted for some defects and others are consi dered critical. To be
approved, the plant must score a minimum of 90 percent with no critical
defects.

I would like to mention some of the common problems we find in West
Coast plants. Some of what I am goi ng to say here may not make me very
popular with some of you processors, but I thi nk it needs to be sai d.
Unfortunately, in some towns one can look for the worst areas and the
worst looking buildings and in that area one finds the fish processors.
Many of these buildings were not designed for food processing. Some are
very old with broken up floors, doors that can't be rodent proofed, wood
in direct contact with products, and wooden walls that go all the way to
the floor in wet processing areas. These wooden areas cannot be properly
cleaned and sanitized. There is questionable water quality in some places
 especially Alaska! and poor septic systems or no system at all in some
cases. General handling of sewage in some areas is a very real problem.
There i s sometimes a lack of concern for good personnel practices . We
have actually failed newer, well-constructed plants because of a lack of
concern for personnel practices, such as employees' smoking, chewing over
the product, and not washing their hands . We have some problems with
plants that barely pass the sanitation survey after two or three tries.
Later, the inspector may have problems getting the plant to upgrade or
even maintain the level present at the time of approval.

The second step under contract inspection, after the survey, is a
contract which has to be signed by our agency and the processor for the
inspection services. This may be for four hours per week or more. A
security bond must be posted or money paid up front to protect our agency
from possible losses due to bankruptcies and so on. Once all this is
done, an inspector is assigned to the plant and must be present for all
phases of the processing except under approved quality assurance systems.
For an approved system, the company submits a written plan usi ng our
guidelines. Once this written plan is evaluated and approved by USQC, we
make an on-site visit to evaluate the plan in action. We want to see that
the written plan is actually being followed. If everything is. approved at
this point, USDC will monitor the company's work and inspect a portion of
the lots, thus making it possible to reduce the USOC i nspection hours.
This lowers the cost of inspection .

The US grade A mark can be used on packages where a grade standard
exists for the product and where the USDC inspector has certified that the
product meets the standard for US grade A.

PUFI, the "packed under federal inspection" mark, can be used when a
standar d does not exist. The inspector determines if the prod~et meets a
USDC-approved processor specification. The processor can submit his owr,
specifications in this case. Once it is approved by our department, that
is what the inspector will use to inspect the product.



Contract inspection involves fnspect1ng plant sanftat1on, inspecting
product and also the labeling. It is the lowest cost per hour of

all our services, at present $23.85 per hour. The second type of inspec-
tion, lot inspection. may be for domestic or export orders. It fs an "end
f tern' fnspectfon, meaning that the inspection is on the finished product,
not durfng proce55fng. Statistical sampling plans are used to inspect the
product, and the sample units represent the lot or shipment. Certificates
are used spelling out the findfngs.

A big drawback to thfs type of 1nspectfon is that the inspector has
little or no knowledge of how the product was handled prior to and during
packing. iffth this type of inspection, a portion of the cases are stamped
with an "officially sampled" stamp or in some cases "accepted for spec-
iffcatfon" stamp. lot-inspected products cannot carry the U.S. grade A
mark or the "packed under federal inspection" mark. Sampling fs usually
done at a cold storage or a warehouse. Probably the biggest problem we
ffnd with the product is a lack of freshness . For some products, decom-
position is far too coitiaon a problem. Lot fnspectfon is the most expen-
sive of our services, currently $33.40 per hour plus any expenses . This
could involve cost for airline tickets, per diem, and mileage.

The third type of inspection is miscellaneous services. These are
consultative services and usually have to do with working with companies
regarding their plant structure, product specifications, quality control
plans, and related items. This serv1ce is sometimes used by processing
plants that cannot meet the requirements for approval, but want inspectors
to po1nt out areas ~here they need to make improvements . The cost is
$29.85 per hour plus any expenses.

@hat's ahead for seafood inspection in the near futures Our agency
fs revisfng our present sanftatfon standard. Thfs is about a two-year
proJect. Qe are making plans to update several product standards as well.
There wfll be a few new product standards coming out.

As most of you know there fs talk of mandatory seafood inspection.
There is a bill now in Congress for mandatory inspection under the U.S.
Department of Agrfculture, desi gned along the lines of the present red
meat program.

What's ahead in the long term for the seafood industry and for
seafood fnspectfonf It fs anyone's guess, but I do know that when
properly handled, seafood is an outstanding food. It has so much going
for ft nutritionally, let's all work to see it is handled wfth the care it
deserves.
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NFI  jUALITY ASSURANCE PROGfVH

A. D. Chandler

A. D. Chandler is a government relation representative �or the
National Fisheries Institute. 8is involvement vith the fisheries industry,
at leaot since 2980, has been mostly through the National Fisherman

f
Ma azine on @hose staff he has been associate Pacifi~ editor, Pacific
e itor, and office manager. He has also been the consulting editor for
~Sea ooi Supine s Reoar .t

We are really talking about three different areas when we talk about
seafood quality. In certain instances it's important to specify which of
the three areas you are referring to.

The first area is wholesomeness. Is this piece of fish or shellfish
wholesome to eat? Mill it make you sick? The second is integrity.
Integrity deals with issues like short weighing, over breading, and
overglazing. The third area is the senses. Does it smell good? Does it
taste better than another fish which may be as wholesome?

I think it is worthwhile to keep in mind that we are dealing with
three separate areas when we deal with quality; however, I get the feeling
that most of us here are talking more about the sensory issue than
wholesomeness or integrity. That is not to say that we shouldn't be
concerned about those two, especia'lly as we look at the inspection issue.
While seafood is generally extremely safe, the incidence of seafood-
related diseases and illnesses is considerably higher than for red meat or
poultry. Just to give you a rough idea, there is an incident of seafood
poisoning or seafood ill health for every 61 million pounds of seafood
consumed, whereas in red meat and poultry, that incidence is only one in
roughly 865 million pounds.

Of course, to put this incident into perspective, one must ask how
many of the seafood inci dents are related simply to the consumer mishan-
dling the product.

Where does quality begin? There are two answers to that question.
The first is that it begins on the boat; the second is that it begins with
the restaurant and retailer. NFI  National Fisheries Institute! essen-
tia'lly takes the position that the final responsibility for quality rests
with the retailer and the restaurateur. They ultimately are the mes-
sengers, and the directors. As messengers, they send the message to the
industry which will eventually get back to the boat. If they demand
quality, they will learn how to tell quality and how to purchase quality .
That is all they will buy . The reason this message will be heeded by the
fisherman and processor is partially because the buyer of seafood is in
the driver's seat: we are a free-trade economy. The buyer isn't forced to
buy from a U.S. producer. Maybe he should be and maybe he shouldn' t; that
is a different issue. If Mexican shrimp is in better shape and is better



dl~ than U S.-caught shrimp. the buyer has the opportunity to buy that
product frog Wxico.

I o�ce took three Congressmen to a supermarket in Seattle. One of
~ wa> from ~ England. He was amazed to find out that the supermarket
~~r bight sole from Europe rather than from the Congressman's district

England. He was also amazed that' this supermarket owner sold the
product at the pri ce that he was sel 1 i ng i t at . The supermarket owner

I can t get the quality I want from New England. I can get what I
want'frig the Ug., and my customer will bear the burden of the price."

In that sense, the r estaurateur or the retailer is crucial in the
dave]opment of quality in seafood markets. This is what I would call a
trickle down theory. It is an or ganic approach. I would like to see it
changed from a trickle to a fast-flowing torrent.

The National Fisheries Institute began work on a new seafood quality
improvement program in 1983. That was not a good year for seafood. The
same year, the Cable Mews Network did a fairly significant piece on
species substitution at the retail level. Also that year the GAO  General
Accounting Office! issued a report very critical of the quality of U.S.-
produced seafood. GAO was investigating why the U .S. was having a
difficult time expor ting its product. There mre many coglgents from
foreign nations pertaining to the quality of U.S. seafood. Also . that
year Mew York health officials told consumers not to eat raw clams. This
didn't do much good for the shellfish industry . The same year the Public
Voice for Food and Nealth Policy, a consumerwriented group, came out with
a report generally stressing the problems in the seafood industry and once
again calling for some type of improved inspection.

O'I decided to form a special quality cogggittee . Invited to sit on
it were the institute's heavy hitters. Just as they were getting ready to
meet. yet another issue hit which had ramifications. It was discovered
that the bluefish off ~ England were impregnated with fairly significant
levels of PCB. The press played up that story to the concern of many
people in the industry.

A new policy was established which I will read;

Nereas consumer acceptance of seafood is dependent on consuger
confidence in seafood, and whereas consumer confide~~e in
seafood requires an industry cogmiitment to product quality,
wholesomeness, and integrity, and whereas the NFI is colmiitted
to inc~easing consumer acceptance of seafood, therefore be it
resolved, that the MFI establish a comprehensive industry code
of quality and product integrity and encourage industry members'
adherence to the same. And that the NFI participate in the
develo
to assur
evelopment of nomenclature regulations and their dissemination

and thatassure consumer confidence and fair play within the industry
at all levthat the NFI develop a total education program network aimed

1 levels of the seafood industry; boats, packers, proces-
importers, wholesalers, brokers, distributors, retailers,
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food service operators, consumers and regulatory agencies on all
aspects of seafood quality, wholesorreness, and integrity and
that the NFI expedite and otherwise encourage the implementation
of this resolution.

The NFI staff had come out with concrete proposals by the time of its
convention in 19M, and by the board rrreeting in October 1984, final drafts
of the new quality assurance program were out. By the regional rieetings
in January 1985, the program was essentially released, though not alto-
gether loved.

As I said, the key was to educate the consumer, the consumer not
being the housewife but the restaurant owner or the retailer. One of the
things distributed by MFI were back-of-the-house posters. For example, if
you are a seafood receiver, what do you look for? Make sure products are
delivered in a properly refrigerated truck, even for short hauls.
Products should be well iced or solidly frozen. Use your nose to detect
foul odors. Check live shellfish to make sure acceptable numbers are
still alive. Use any code information the supplier may have provided to
make sut e you are receiving new products. Keep seafood cold and clean,
and keep it moving. Those are seafood-handler reminders.

Our poster also covers seafood marks of quality . Nhat to look for in
a fish if you are buying fish. For example, bright, clear, and full eyes
with black pupils, and translucent corneas; fina, elastic flesh; shiny.
bright, metallic-colored skin; bright red gills; translucent mucus and no
slime; and firmly attached organs in gut. If the fish are gutted,
evisceration should be complete.

I don't know if many of you have seen fish like that. I have seen a
few. But not too many . Ne had a number of members who were very upset
and in a sense were saying, "Ny should you be telling the buyer what a
perfect fish is? He might just start dermnding it."

Not very many said that. Most of them realized that it was a crucial
program and one that really needed to be carried out because as I said
earlier, that is where quality begins.

I know a processor in New England who stopped buying Pacific salmon.
It is one of the top quality houses . The company star ted spending a
dollar a pound more to buy Nore. gian. I saw some of the Pacific salmon it
had stopped buying. I know some other people who have also seen it and
can verify what I am saying. It was crap. I don't know whether it was
tire shipper, the processor, the fisherman, or any combination thereof.
But whatever it was, it forced this traditional buyer of Pacific salmon to
start buying Norwegian salmon.

If that buyer ~ould take the time to star t insisting that the Pacific
supplier supply the quality which he wants, then he would perhaps be able
to buy that product. however, again, we go back to the trade laws and
back to the free market economy under which this nation runs. At this
point he does@ 't need to do that . If someone else comes knocking on his
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Here fs a great product that I have," this person is going
t b that product and simply dismiss the Pacific problem. He is still
willing to look at Pacfffc salmon, but now he fs going to be very skep-

It is up to you to prove that you are better just as it was up to
thm No~gian producer to prove that he was better.

+I has taken a number of other steps to try to educate people about
Mafood quality. Me have newsletters which have gone out to a lot of
different people. I have a whole program of qual fty-related material.
For example, I have a seafood qual f ty fl i p chart. Anyone who f s f nter-
ested fn these items can look at them. They are for sale. Me have this
poster that says the first thing fn increasing seafood sales is increasing
your own knowledge and that of your employees. The second thing is
fnspfratfon. The thfrd thing fs promotfon.

Thus, the essential part of our education program on quality fs to
increase the knowledge of buyers of seafood so that they can put pressure
on the suppliers. The other component fs the "cmeftment to quality,"
which fs essentfally an effort to get our members to sign their names to
an oath of quality. It doesn't necessarily mean anything except that they
are wfllfng to put there names on ft. However, if people know they are
producing poor-quality products, and they have sfgned this oath, it could
make life embarrassing. The oath has no force. They are not going to be
kfcked out of NFI ff they don't follow up. Out of 850 full company
members, 170 have signed the coaaf tment to qual fty.

The problem of nomenclature was also dealt wfth, particularly fn
reference to blended seafood products. What shoul 4 these be called'
Surfmf productfon started fn the Northwest when there was very little crab
available. Therefore, makfng fmftation crab was not a bfg threat to crab
producers and suppl fers. However, as imitation seafood products hit the
Gulf and New England, there was a little more concern. There are plenty
of sh«mp about. wfthout having to worry about shrimp look-alikes. This
f»n area in which NFI fs currently working with the industry. At this
point we are petitioning the FOA to a'Ilow it to be called either sur fmf
seafood or blended surfmf seafood, rather than "imitation." The problem
of callfnq ft fmitation is that ft is not imitation; it is seafood. If
you call 4t imitation seafood, people will thfnk it is made of soybeans.

The other area I would like to talk a little about fs inspection.
Th««»nother area of concern for our members. It fs clear that there
are p oblems i" product integrity. There was, within the industry, some
co~em that ~ers aren t selling pretucts at full ~fght. The vast
~4««»f the in~ustry may be penalfzed because of the actions of a few
bad apples. The~ are existing laws and regulations enough to ensure
pro duct i~teg~~ty. but the F0A  as the current regulator! simply fs not
able, especially with the budget cuts. to enforce them.

Y ~ »e « our industry feel that mandatory inspection fs not
n~ » Y- 8Y the trickle-down approach, the bad apples will b, weeded

The~e a
industry will survive if left alone.
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There is the concern that if some consumer dies from bad seafood we
could have a very real problem on our hands. Me should have the consumer
groups coming out of the woodwork and pushing very hard. If it happened
during an election year, we would need God's help. Half of Capitol Hill
would be saying that there must be an inspection program. It would be a
good vote winner. If the industry members are not prepared for it, they
could find a program like that used in meat and poultry foisted upon them.
There is no question in anyone's mind that continuous raandatory inspection
is irrelevant to the seafood industry. The U.S. Department of Agriculture
 USDA! will admit that inspection is irrelevant to the vast majority of
the meat and poultry industry. Me don't need to inspect every individual
piece of fish. NFI as an institute has come out and endorsed a mandatory
seafood inspection program. The program has basically thr ee points:

1! It would be one-stop shopping. That is, instead of having agents
from the Department of Conmerce, the Food and Drug Administration. the
USDA, states, counties and cities all dealing in plants and in the process
of inspection, you would have one agency . The agency that has been
selected by the board is the Department of Agriculture� . Me have had
discussions with the Department of Comaer ce  DOC! and they are essentially
very pleased with this decision . They think inspection probably belongs
in the USDA not in DOC.

2! The other key issue is that there is universal treatment of U.S.
and foreign products. Many U.S. processors are legitimately concerned
that they are going to be the easy target for any inspection program.
Mhile they get haaanered upon, the producer of a product in India ~ould get
away with a plant that would not pass U.S. inspection laws. The program
would basically call for certification followed by surveillance. Me are
still open for suggestions. Me are going to many people throughout the
industry to get their input.

3! Control would be through hazard analysis rather than by constant
inspection. This takes into account the key points from the time the
seafood is caught to the time that it gets into consumers' refrigerators
or onto their plates. It focuses attention on key areas, letting the rest
of the industry be. Our program uses the industry to make sure that at
those key points the industry has enough interest in its own survival and
growth to take responsibility.

Those are the basic areas we are looking at. I could go into far
more detail, but I would like to go back to where I started and ask,
"Mhere does quality begin?" As I said, in one sense, it begins with the
ultimate buyer. It also begins with the vessel. Vessel inspection is in
the NFI program, as in other legislation on mandatory inspection which has
in the past gotten to the Senate and House floors but ultimately has not
passed. Our members ultimately feel that boats should be inspected, that
they should somehow be put under a certification program. This obviously
would be very difficult. I would like to get feedback from people. Me
have 32,000 fishing vessels over five net tons. Me have over 100,000
fishing vessels that are simply registered but not licensed. The cost of
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~rtf fyf ng woul d be fieense. The cost of achieving any code woul d be
cost of enforcement woul d be feeense. Me know all that, but

we also 'k~ that somehow we need to get back to the boat.

exampl e of two boats. One f s faf rly ol d, made of wood, and
not very clean to the eye, but the fisherman who owns it fs very quality

Take an examp

~~scf ous and br'ings f n a top-grade product. The other boat i s a state of
the art with the best equipment, but if the ffsherman operating it doesn' t
really understand or care about the product, he can bring in a very poor
product.

Ne know that simply by havfng certfffcatfon, we are not going to
uarantee any sort of good product. Me also know that to a certain extent
t could be achieved under the exfstfng system. At present processors

don't gay for quality. If they would pay more for quality, then the fish
would be better taken care of by the fishermen. There have been reasons
for that. The processor has a very legitfmate concern. I have talked to
shr fmp processors on the Gulf. One of their concerns fs that if one
processor doesn't buy the shrimp, someone else will.

maybe we should look at systems fn New Zealand, Canada, or Norway,
the fish exporting natfons . In the U.S. we have a bft of a problem; there
are only three seafood markets in the world that really count. The
smallest fs Japan, the next one is the European Coamunity, and the largest
one fs the United States. Those are the three world markets for quality,
high-value ffsh. The European Cmmunf ty and Japan are very protectionist
whereas the U.S. fs fafrly open. Me are our own market.

Countries like New Zealand, Canada, Norway, or Iceland don't have big
internal markets. It fs much easfer for them to really gear for export
markets. and, in fact, they have very strict export regulations, far
stricter, often, than the regulatfons for internal sales .

As far as vessels go. let me read this New Zealand regulation to you
as an example:

If a fisheries officer fs of the opinion that any ffshfng vessel
or any equipment on that vessel used for taking, storing or
processfng of fish fs by reason of unsanitary defects or other
conditions unsuitable for the taking, storing, or processing of
«sh for human consumptfon, he may prohibit the use of the
vessel or equipment either absolutely or until the condition has
been remedied. A fishery officer shall condemn any fish
intended for human consumption found on that vessel .
The New

fn Canada or
e New Zealand law fs fairly lax compared to recently enacted laws

Canada or Norway. New Zealand leaves it up to the discretion of the
In Canada they have gone to further extremes. They demand coretemperatures in fish, core temperatures all the way through. They

g ow you construct your vessel. The Norwegians do much the samething- These sorts of regulatfpns make it clear to a lot of fishermen
that the goverreent does take the issue of qualfty seriously . The laws
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are on the book if they need to be enforced. Using this approach, the
fish buyer might conceivably have the power to detain a product which the
buyer feels is not up to grade. Maybe he could detain it until a circuit
inspector could ceae by and take a look. You could have some sort of
arrangement by which if the circuit inspector says the fish is passable,
the processor has some responsibility  if the product has deteriorated! to
compensate the fisherman, I would be happy to listen to your ideas on the
subject.

Fish quality starts with all of us. Me must take care of the fish.
Unlike other fish-exporting nations where the export income from seafood
is very important to the nation's balance of trade, the United States has
managed fish traditionally: as a coamon resource property and on a
production basis. We have managed it for those in the industry. We have
managed it for fishermen and, to a lesser extent, for processors. Me have
managed it for the status quo. We have managed it on an ad hoc crisis
basis. Me have managed it as far as maintaining production, maintaining
jobs, and keeping conflict down to a mininaan. Me have not managed it for
the consumer. Ne have never taken the consumer into our discussions when
deciding what to do. It is certainly arguable that in the United States
the taxpayers own the fisheries since they are a public conmon property
resource. All of us own the fish and it may be time to consider how we
get ultimate benefit from that fish. Conceivably, if we start looking at
that question, we can change our attitudes toward seafood and start
getting in the same mental position as one finds in places like New
Zealand, Norway, and Iceland.

DISCUSSION: SHOULD THERE BE A MANDATORY INSPECTION PROGRAM IN THE
SEAFOOD INDUSTRY?

guestion: Mhat is the current status of the national legislative effort,
a~nba is your prognosis for both the House and the Senate?

A.D. Chandler: There is a bill by Byron Dor gan from North Dakota . which
gi

his beef-raising constituents who thought that if seafood had to go under
inspection it would lower the consumption of seafood and help the beef
producers. The bill really isn't going anywhere, though it will be
reintroduced every year. The only concern is that because it is reintro-
duced. because it is there, it is a vehicle. Should there be a crisis,
there would be a bill ready at hand for someone to use. There has been
some thought that if the industry does proceed with an inspection bill, we
could tie into the Dorgan bill as a vehicle.

Me really haven't gotten to that point. NFI has not officially
started contacting members of Congress. Me have some people in mind who
have expressed great interest, but we are concerned about giving anyone in
Congress a bill that is going to hurt them. politicians are just as
concerned about taking on a bill that ~ould hurt them.
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At this time we are trying to design legislation which both the
industry and the consulmr can support. Mhen I talk about industry. I mean
processors, fishermen, impor ters, and so on. Basically, we are in the
very early stages. Qe have talked to the FDA; we will be talking short'ly
to the Secretary' of Agriculture. He has made it clear to us that should
the indust~y decide it wants mandatory seafood inspection and decides it
wants that inspection within the Department of Agriculture, he would work
absolutely flat out to help get a bill which we wanted. He ~ould go to
the President and work with the Administration to try to help us get our
bill enacted.

Bruce Gore: It is somewhat of mystery to me what the inspection program
v7ITl ~nspecting for, what the criteria would be, and how they would
actually affect seafood quality. Sanitation practices are common sense
and are pretty much being practiced now, the way I see it.

Jon Rowley said something significant this morning: the first three
hours out of water are critical to the quality of seafood, say six months
from now  if frezen! or if it is going to be used fresh. "Fresh" is a
term I don't like to use because it doesn't mean anything. You have three
hours to do something with the catch and what you decide to do is import-
ant. You have a period of days when it is held at a controlled tempera-
ture where you are controlling the biological decomposition of that
product. Mhen %he product is landed at a plant, there is a small amount
of time when it is taken out of that refrigerated environment and put in a
tote. At some point. it is frozen or shipped "fresh."

Nat is happening here is that most of the time the product is under
some kind of a temperature-controlled envirotllent. The quality of that
product is being affected by people that don't harvest the product, don' t
em the product, and aren't going to buy the product. These people are
the shippers an4 the processors.

Comment: Processor s own the product.

Bruce Gore: Not always- There are independent processing plants up and
iRen Sic coast.

A.D. Chandler: Bruce, carl I interject? Ne are dealing with three levels
»9

what we are talking now about is simply the wholesomeness level. Any
plant that is certified to sell to the military, that is under the MMFS
voluntary program. or that ~ants to sell to a school program would be more
than qualified to pass any certifications of basic wholesomeness. Such a
plant has running <~ter~ screens. etc. It may be that the plant is not
certified now because its managers don't want to go through the hassle and
don't feel the markets are there, but most legitimate plants would pass.
wholesomeness is a concern «th the fly-by-night operations that come in.
There is a lot of concern in California now about the Vietnamese fleet
which is going in packing fish. shipping it around in uninsulated pickup
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trucks, and selling it throughout L.A. They are selling a very dangerous
product. Yes, we need to insure the wholesoleness level.

Then there is product integrity. There are laws which say that if
you are selling 16 ounces you must, in fact, be selling 16 ounces. Me
know that if you are ordering an 8-ounce portion of something at the
restaurant, you might be getting 6 ounces. Few consumers are going to
know the difference or care. You are being cheated. The restaurant owner
may not even know that when he buys the frozen product it is, in fact, 16
ounces frozen weight, not I6 ounces thawed weight. Additionally, there is
species identification. These are areas of integrity.

Mhen we get down to the sensory area, NFI does not feel that the
government has any position in mandating quality. Me want to encourage
the buyer to do that. It is not really the goverrmrent's role.

Bruce Gore: Let me get to the point of ~ corlaent. If there is a point
a~wic government regulations would have some effect in getting a hfgh-
quality product to the marketplace, it is the time during which fish is
either in storage or under controlled temperature in transit. The
shippers are the most ignorant as far as what is required and what the
minimum standards of performance are.

I am involved in a situation right now where a product that was in
perfect condition was put into a van and was received in a condition that
was still frozen. The shipper didn't perceive any problem. The people at
cold storage didn't perceive any problem. But we had +20 and +25 degree
Fahrenheit core temperatures on our frozen products. I perceive that as a
problem and so do my markets. I pulled that salmon out of my mar ket and
refused to sell it because the product was altered. The edibility of that
product is not nearly what it was when it left my hands. During the
period where it is in cold storage and in transit, 32 degrees is 32
degrees. guality frozen salmon must be kept at a temperature well below
freezing and should be written as a regulation . Me are not talking
quality; we are talking about eliminating the largest source of anonymity
in the seafood business, through which most shippers escape. The number
one problem here is to stop the ticking of the biological clock by keeping
the fish at -20 degrees Fahrenheit or so.

Scott Boley: From the standpoint of the vessel operator, I don't know of
Bf' i» I « « i f«

other than temperature. If there is any sort of inspection program, it
should be some sort of mandatory record of the temperature history of the
product. It should be product oriented and not vessel oriented. Any sort
of guidelines should be aimed toward reducing bacteria count and should be
on a voluntary basis. If you make it worthwhile to the fisherman, he will
do those things because it is making money. That has to be the bottom
line.

0uestion: As an a nonexpert and consumer, I thought you made a very
~moor nt point when you said that acceptance or re]ection by the retailer
and restaurateur is really the place at which the quality is determined.
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They are the ones who are most affected. If their product doesn't have
quality. it won't sell. gou]d it make sense to really concentrate on that
final link in the chain to educate those people to recognize the quality?

A.D. Chandler: Me know that both the fisherman and the processor, if
~g I i «"'"'ll
better price for that product. Any increase in sensory quality demands an
increase in handling and in cost. Me are now entering the real window of
opportunity because of the links between seafood and health. This link is
worth millions and millions in paid advertising. This could and I hope
will be used to latch on to the consumer. The problem could, in fact, be
maintaining a supply if we do a good job in marketing. 8ut, I think if
you can get the consumer to say, "I want the good fish," then the retailer
and the restaurateur rill respond to the consumer, the processor will
respond to the retailer, and so on.

The only other way you can improve quality is to get people like
Bruce Core. You get a few of the super-quality houses that spend a lot of
time and effort in direct marketing. These super-quality houses bypass
the cold storage, bypass the wholesaler, and go right to their ultimate
market, trying to convince the buyer that this exceptional quality.
expensive, frozen product is in the buyer's best interest. The buyer
 usually a restaurateur! can increase bottom line profits by spending a
little more for a quality product. It all comes down to dollars.

guestion: I'd like to pose a hypothetical problem here about the grade A
program. Me are a producer of grade A. Take, for example, a bag of grade
A fish and a bag of regular fish. They go to the same place � to the
buyers who buy both fish. Granted, you have to get a little more money
for your grade A fish. Mhi'ch product is the guy going to hold onto
longer, grade A or the regular fish? Mhich is better, regular fish that
is held for a day or bm, or grade A fish that is held for a week?

Coam»nt from the Audience: I can speak only as a small clam grower, but I
a e a r nes can change, any time, their shipping regulations

on what kind of boxes we use. which changes our total manpower requirement
and a whole lot of other things- I'm not faulting them, but they have
quite a bit of arbitrary cont~ol ~ Also, for example, Nor thwest Airlines
rerouted some of our clams all the way to Tucson. They were supposed to
go to San Francisco and this was in the middle of the suam»r. By the time
they got to San Francisco, half the clams were spawned out and no good.
The airline couldn't understand this. The clams were only two days old.
Then we applied for insurance Me couldn't collect fram the airline on
the claim because they didn't ruin our product. However, the product was
no good by the time it arrived at its destination. The clams were all
spawned out. In addition. the ail line didn't maintain our product at the
proper temperatures Mhen the clams left our plant, the fecal coli form
count was just great. Me go«n incredible 3,000-fold increase in the
fecal coliform count of some c»ms which we sent to California. Mhat
happened then was that the state of California threatened to put us on a



conditional shipping list and wipe out our entire market because one
shipper didn't keep our clams cold. There has to be some kind of educa-
tion directed at these shippers.

A.D Chandler: I agree, and again I' ll put in a little plug for NFI. As a

airlines. We work very closely with Delta and quite closely with United
and other airlines dealing with the issues of air shipping and air
freight. We know our members are the ones who have problems. If they
come to us we go to the airlines, and we can speak from a broad spectrum.
It gives us added insistence because we also represent a large potential
market for them, They don't want the hassle of shipping, but if they feel
they can be assured that the product is not going to infect the rest of
their baggage, then they obviously want the business.

Clam Grower: Well, for example, Northwest Airlines told Greg Chen, who
9 id

to them, "Do you want to lose thousands and thousands of dollars of air
freight busi ness?" Nor thwest reconsidered and they gave him 72 hours to
come up with seafood shipping regulations in order for him to even be
allowed to ship seafood at all. If our market is the United States, we
better be able to get our product to our market.

A.D. Chandler: I agree. It's a legitimate concern, and not one that is

is overland shipping.

Bruce Gore: I agree with Appy's conments on overland shipping. I have
GiHl<~e~oover land shippers and I ask, "What kind of temperatures do you
maintain in your van?" They say, "Me keep the product frozen." And I
ask, "What temperatures do you maintain?" The trucker says, "Me try to
keep them at zero degrees Fahrenheit, but we are in and out of the trucks
quite a bit with loading and unloading. When we open the door we tur n
them off; when we load them they are off. Our vans are usually reliable
between zero and 10 degrees above ."

Well, in my opinion, that's a fib. Then I ask them one more thing,
"Do you have thernographs on your van?" They respond, "Oh, no. Me don' t
have thermographs." The trucker says, "If you have produce ar something
you need thermographs; that is real critical, but with frozen products,
no. You know you have a problem with frozen products if the boxes are
wet."

This is true; I hear that all the time from truckers . I don 't know
what to do about this. Because I catch and freeze my fish, I know exactly
what the quality of my product ts before it leaves my hands. I have the
ability to follow that product to where it is going which no one else in
the industry does . I can see a cost-effecti ve relationship between what
goes into the van and what comes out.

Once you incur some temperature abuse, what is the effect on that
product over time? After a week or two it is not too apparent. After six
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months, it can wipe out the product's quality. This has happened to me
~ze than once. If there is government intervention, what I advocate is
temperature regulation.

A.D. Chandler: I understand that. However, in talking about getting
'"I «'

because even if you get it, someone is probably going to screw it up. Far
more ef fective in the end, is working through groups, whether they' re like
IFI, or regional trade associations, or whatever. These groups represent
large segments of the industry, and they talk to people at the senior
level or to the trucking council and. say, "Me've got a problem. All of
us. Me need to sit down and come to a solution." That is what was done
with airfreight and it probably needs to be done in other modes of
shipping.

Bruce Gore: What happens here is that the product has a certain value
3e~se ~on he consulmrs' acceptance of the product. A person who sits down
to eat a plate of fish and thinks it is absolutely wonderful and sees it
is a good value will eat it again. The person may be paying $18.00 a
plate. That's the person who is paying the bill for the entire industry.
If you, as a skipper, can't get something to a consumer in a restaurant
that is worth $18.00 a plate or even $15 or $12 or $10 or whatever the
price, what you are doing, in essence, is eroding the "tax base." Me are
allowing the transport industry to erode the tax base. If it is not worth
$l8.00 a plate because of the decrease in quality, then what has essen-
tially happened is the shipping industry  by degrading the quality! has
destroyed that amount of revenue coming back to the fishing and seafood
industry.

A.D- Chandler: Mell, the shipper's doing something worse. Because we are
N, ip h 1 9

Norway, and Iceland to come in with a little higher quality product, one
which they have made incredible efforts to control. They may also be
subsidized- It's very difficult to trace some of the subsidization . Me
do have trade laws that theoretically help our industry if foreign
Pro ducers are being subsidized. But still, because we have free trade, an
alternative product is available. Hot only do we hurt ourselves . we are
also pushing restaurants to buy from overseas.

Bruce Gore: That's right. Me're losing our own market.

A.O. Chandler: I agree, Bruce, but I think basically the vast ma]ority of

problem gnomes in the ignorance down the line throughout the system. It is
right in the consumer's house. It ends with the person who has a self-
defrosting refrigerator, puts the fish in the freezer, and can't under-
st nd why it doesn't t st good after a month. The cons~r ass~s

going to be kept cold when in fact the freezer's temperature
is 9«ng up and down. It's a problem that isn't solved by mandatory
inspection of any sort.
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When you go to a restaurant or a supermarket, buy a piece of beef,
take it home, and don't like it, the chances are good that sometime in the
next six months you might consider buying hamburger again. Somehow there
i's a feeling that, "Well, it was a bad piece." However, with seafood,
there's still the feeling that if you buy a bad piece of seafood, it's a
bad industry. That's the attitude we' ve got to change. Conceivably we
could alter that attitude with some sort of a stamp like "USDA inspected."
It may begin to break down consumers so they say, "it's not a'll fish that
are bad; it was just that piece ." Me've got a long way to go to get
there. But that is an example of one area where inspection would absolve
us. We know that won't do the whole trick.

PRODUCT PACKAGING--INNOVATIONS

David Anderson

David Anderson is Cryovac's research and deveLozment representative
on the Vest Coast, Located at the packaging Lab in San Fz'aneisco,
Ca7ifoz'nia. His education includes a master 's in food science and
technology and a bache7oz of science in microbiology from Louisiana State
University. He 's been with Cryovac for six years. For five years he 's
been coordinating a'll technical research and development activities on
seafood packaging rAthin Cryovac, USA. His effor ts centez on fresh and
fr zen seafood in aLL forms- He's invo7ved in the evaLuation and
development of net flexible plastic fi7ms foz fresh seafood and is
continuaLLy investigating nm, compe itive packaging methods He' s
irked vith seafood harvested and processed in the northeast United
States, the Gulf of Ne-T:ico, the Vest "oast, Alaska, and Canada's r~rtheast
provinces. His present. activity on the Vest "oast involves introducing
Cryovac 's flexible packaging technoLogy to the research, development,
engineering centers of major fooa and nonfood companies.

Some of you may not have heard of Cryovac. What is Cryovac? Who is
Cryovac?

Cryovac was formed in 1947 and today is a major division of M.R.
Grace. W.R. Grace is a $6 billion inter national marketing company.
Cryovac sales of flexible films and equipment, worldwide, exceed $650
million with Cryovac North America accounting for $375 million. In Nor th
America alone, Cryovac maintains 7 regional and 17 district sales offices
with 5 centrally located manufacturing plants, employing over 3,500
people, Our world headquarters are located in South Carolina, which also
serves as our major facility for research and development and for engi-
neering ~

You' ve heard a great deal in this workshop about the market demand
for quality and the pressures being placed on the industry to obtain a
quality product. From a packaging perspective, we at Cryovac fit right in
the middle of these two areas. The marketplace wants and deserves a



material that is functional ~hile maintaining product quality.
of teg the expectation i s for packagi ng to improve a product of poor

or marginal qual i ty, Cryovac stri ves to sol ve the handling and distri bu-
tion problems associated with perishable products by matching the right
f1 gxf bl e films to the ri ght equi pment, backed by technical and support
se~vices. lie call this the total systems approach.

In the time allotted, I would like to briefly discuss how past and
present Cryovac flex!ble products and innovations can enhance seafood
quality and the benefits of their use. The four major areas of discussion
will be {I! Cryovac's traditional product line, �! salmon packaging,
frozen salmon specifically, �! the packagi~g system for fresh seafood,
including packaging for retail products, bulk, or institutional items, and
�! new packaging options and techniques, including retail packaging,
cook-in vacuum technology. and applications in aquaculture where we have
made some strides in the last couple of years.

In the traditional product line, I'd like to discuss some of the
existing accomplishments. The first ma]or breakthrough for Cryovac eras in
the fresh red meat industry. Me developed a very tough oxygen barrier
bag, which revolutionized the beef industry with a concept called boxed
beef. Eighty-five percent of the beef now processed in the United States
is distributed in this form. It's a high-barrier structure against
oxygen. It uses high-vacuum technology with the shrinking of the bag
around the product. The product actually ages or tenderizes in the bag.
It's more econmical for supermarkets and hotel /restaurant users to handle
and portion. From this original concept, it moved to the whole and half
ham industry. Smoked and processed meats are also vacuum packed in the
barrier bag. The second area where we were able to make tremendous
strides was in whole turkeys, fresh and frozen. hie developed a material
called "Super t.," which is basically the barrier bag without the oxygen
barrier layer. It's very tough. The industry is able to offer turkeys
year-round to supermarkets in either the fresh or frozen form.

Another area in the last 7 to Ip years where we' ve made some
tremendous strides is in the hot fill packaging of foods. A Cryovac
Kettle Cook System is now in ma]or cmnercial usage at various food
service companies. Typical foods that use this technology are soups,
chilies, sauces, chowders, Mexican entree items, and gravies. If you eat
at a Mexican restaurant chain today  for example, El Torito! you' ll be
eating beans, chilies, whatever, which are usually handled in this manner,
Th«ood is transferred directly from the kettle into Cryovac C-300
cas ngs still at pasteurization temperatures of 180 degrees Fahrenheit.casin s

T e casings are chilled to arrest cooking, stored in the cooler at less
than 4o d~g~ees Fahrenheit. for distribution, and then reheated in hot
water at th«etail or hotel outlet. pne casing does it all. Even after

n storage. foods taste freshly cooked. Foods handled in this
qual ity.
manner can have a shelf life of over 30 days and still be of very good

This is a e this for the egg Program. or Eggs-in-a-Bag syst m.>e've also don
s a successful program for institutional food service . Raw broken
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eggs are packaged in the casing, then refrigerated or frozen. They are
taken from storage, reheated at 180 degrees Fahrenheit, and agitated, and
in a few minutes, one has hot scrambled eggs. This process is used in
several of the major food service establishments across the country.

Me also supply equipment and film for such things as wieners, bacon,
luncheon meat, and cheese; these are some of the more traditional systems
that we' ve been involved with over the last 30 years.

With this background in vacuum packaging technology and proven
barrier bag technology, Cryovac 's first venture into packaging seafood was
in the salmon industry. Fresh, whole, dressed No. 1 or No, 2 grade salmon
are placed in a modified barrier bag that has an increased abuse resis-
tance and puncture resistance due to the requirements of packaging salmon.
The bag is vacuumized and either clip closed or heat sealed. The product
can either be brine frozen or placed in an air blast. There are three
benefits of this packaging over traditional ice glazing and polyethy'lene
bagging.

�! There is longer quality shelf life. Me've conducted taste tests
where trained panels could not tell the difference between 18-month-
old frozen salmon and fresh salmon less than a week old.
�! There is no freezer burn or dehydration due to being vacuum
packed and having an oxygen barrier around the product. No air is
left in the belly cavity after vacuum packing.
�! No off flavors or rancidity develops due to the oxidation of
fats and oil in the salmon.

Savings in cost are one of the benefits associated without reglazing
the product. There is no weight loss or product loss and fewer customer
product claims. In my opinion, it is also a more attractive and appealing
product. At present, there are five locations in the Northwest and Alaska
using this approach. In 1985 we realized sales of 4.3 million bags .
Roughly 10 percent of the fish caught are now vacuum packed in this way.
Other fish being packaged in this manner include halibut, swordfish, tuna,
and snow crab.

packaging systems for fresh fish: I'd like to discuss our efforts on
fresh seafood as they relate to both retail and bulk packaging. I want to
point out that we do not pretend to be all knowing about seafood quality.
That's the reason for panels such as this. However, we have researched
the critical factors that affect seafood qua'lity. These include raw
material quality, as we' ve heard today. Very important is the sanitation
and the control over microbial contamination in the plant itself and
constant temperatures. We believe between 28 to 32 degrees Fahrenheit for
fresh fish is desirable.

With these factors in mind, Cryovac researched several packaging
techniques and methods and then developed the following concept: We
tested products at different times when they were caught--in other words,
1 day from time of catch, 2 days, 3 days, on up through about 10 days. Me
determined that under the present comnercial situations found in the



if the product is handled well on board and is well iced, then
ld use fish no older that 5 days from time of catch. Nuch of this

~ne i� the northeast U.S. Anything older than 5 days really
sn t ~ld up well. Ne have a saying at Cryovac: you put garbage in,

going to +t garbage out No packaging method is going to improve
lit - Ho ver. if yo do put top quality in. yau will ext nd the life

significantly not weeks but long enough that it can get through the
distribution or institutional distribution systems

po'nt negmr two: we scrub our seafood. On a laboratory scale, we' ll
gh e fish washing method to reduce the microbial load on the fish.
fish is filleted to the point where it can be put on a foam tray,

it s in~r~d into a bag, which is evacuated, sealed, and shrunk, using
hot waar . In many respects the package appears quite si mi 1 ar to a
conventi anal tray overwrapped product you fi nd i n supermarkets . The
material used and devel oped by Cryovac i s a unique shri nkabl e bag wi th an
oegen permeabi 1 i ty of 4000 cc ' s . I know that doesn ' t mean much to you
but compare that to the polyethyl ene cover or the PVC s you woul d find i n
the stores . They are basically dust covers .  Me ' 1 1 talk about sophi sti-
cated films where you control the microbial growth on the product later . !
Thi s particular concept sol ves the wants of the processor , consumer and
retailer . These Cryovac criteria , which were devel oped by Cryovac , had
the input of the Nati onal Fisheries Institute   NF I ! and the IjS Department
of Commerce   USOC ! standards . The package maintains the qual i ty of the
product to a point where i t is consumer acceptabl e for 1 2 to l4 days ~

It i s al so cost effective . The package has a famil i ar appearance so
as not to al arm or disrupt the eye or confidence of the consumer i n a
retail case . She or he i s very rel uctant to pi ck up a package that
doesn ' t 1 ook 1 ike i t was made or wrapped i n the back room of the super-
market .

A key point i s that the package i s 1 eakproof . One of the things a
constr hates to do i s ta pi ck up a fi sh package that 1 eaks on the back
of hi s or her hand . And then , of course , the consumer has to continue
shopping and smelling fi sh on hi s or her hand thr oughout the supermarket .
That ' s one of the major benefits of thi s concept. The package smel 1 s
good p not fi shy , when the consumer picks i t up . One of the key poi nts
we ' « «und i n our market research i s that i f a consumer doesn ' t use the
package the day i t ' s bought , or within two days , the buyer freezes i t .
Thi s package can be frozen for a maximum of three months . This package
offers consistency through quality and package i ntegri ty . For the
reta i'I er , there i s no more i n-store rewrappi ng . One retai 1 er we tal ked to
duri "g the implementation of thi s program sai d he rewraps every other day .
He throws away the tray , the pad , and the fil m . That does run i nto some
nmney when You start putting a penc i 1 to i t .

Second . i f the package i s 1 eak proof , i t reduces the daily cleaning of
the seafood case . Thi s i s an economical savi ngs for retai 1 ers . They
don ' t neces sarily recognize i t ; we basi cal ly have to point i t out .



This system is a convenience for the retailers in handling fresh
seafood. Where we have had some difficulty is putting a price on that
convenience, or I should say, the processors have had difficulty. In
other ~ords, what price per pound is the retailer ~illing to pay for it?
It's fluctuating anywhere from 25 cents to 45 cents a pound.

The last point I want to make about this packaging is it satisfies
the retail supermarkets' need for five to seven days of shelf life once
the product arrives at their warehouse.

Cryovac recognizes the concern for safety when discussing vacuum
packaging fresh seafood. Being a responsible supplier, we conducted
several in-depth . botulism-inoculated pack studies comparing our recom-
mended system with comnercially accepted stretch PVC film packaging.
These studies were conducted with the input of the National Marine
Fisheries Service and the National Fisheries Institute. We worked very
closely with the USOC and NFI in obtaining approval to use federally
inspected seafood in this packaging system. At present, Cryovac has the
only USDC approved system and method for vacuum packaging federally
inspected prepackaged fresh seafood for the retail market. This includes
labeling the product under the "packaged under federal inspection"  PUFI!
label and the grade A label and coding with a 10-day grade A shelf life.
At present there are four companies in the U.S. and Canada using this
concept.

On the institutional side, we took the same principles in sanitation,
raw material quality, etc., and used them in the development of a bulk
fresh seafood package. Cryovac developed a tough, injection molded
plastic tray and combined it with our new Super L bag, which is also
breathable, similar to the E bag . This packaging concept is cost competi-
tive with other packaging systems.. You have to determine what packaging
systems are used and what region of the country you are talking about. We
are cost competitive with systems used on the East Coast because they use
a lot of containerization, The West Coast seems more like "dump some
filets in a polyethylene bag and ship," And, of' course, at seven cents a
pound for a 10-pound unit it's not going to compete with a polyethylene
bag. However, for an extension in shelf life of anywhere from five to
seven days using the tray and bag, we feel that it's in the same ball
par k. On the East Coast they' re paying eight cents for a 10-pound poly
tub unit. The package is leakproof and can be distributed on refrigerated
trucks with other meat and poultry products without the use of ice . This
is the distribution method of one of the users on the East Coast.

The bag is printable. That is one of the key factors in brand
identification using a plastic material like that. This system also
satisfies the end users' desire to have a 10-pound unit they can use
without worrying about the remaining product spoiling before use. At
present. six companies in the U .S. and Canada use this concept.

Now. I'd like to discuss new packaging options and technologies.
Cryovac continues to develop packaging systems for many markets and
transfer their application to other areas. I'd like to present recent



packaging techniques that we feel have application to the seafood indus-
try.

for the reta i 1 area, there i s a new conce pt in f i 1 m cal 1 ed s tretc h-
shrink. This is a high-performance shrink film with the accompanying
packaging equipment originally devel oped for the cut-up poultry market.
The film resembles the E bag in that it has a high degree of permeability
to prevent odor buildup. It has excellent sealabili ty, produces hermetic
seals, can be liquid chilled, and is leakproof . The film has excellent
memory. You can press the film and then it bounces back. If you press
pyC, it will stay in that position. It also takes a high degree of abuse.
If you look at a lot of prepackaged seafood in the supermarkets today, the
film will tear in the corners and is thus not a leakproof package. Our
film has crystal clear optics and is printable . It is competitively
priced with PVC, but outperforms PVC. Our goal in 1986 is to have at
least two processors in the seafood industry using this concept. That
could be in the aquaculture area of catfish, trout, possibly shrimp . Me
feel it is an excellent application, especially in sealing in the fish
Juices within the package.

The second area of Cryovac technology that we feel is applicable to
the seafood industry is a concept called cook-in-vacuum packaging mate-
rials. Ne developed a family of structures. The first structure is
called a cook-and-ship bag. It is a high-barrier material. You place
meat into the bag, vacuumize it, and clip seal it. The material adheres
tightly to the product. There are no internal voids or moisture separa-
tion. The product is ready to ship in the same bag .

The second structure is called a cook and strip. The material has no
oxygen barrier to it. It is used just for cooking. It has the same tight
adhesion as the first material I described. It improves the yield ~ithout
moisture separation. After cooking, the bag is removed and the product is
sliced. Much of the product is smoked befor e it is repackaged.

4 third area in which we are making some tremendous strides in the
meat and poultry industry is a cook-and-ship, post pasteurizeable bag . It
« a new high-barrier shrink bag. After the food is vacuum packed, it can
be pasteurized in 200 degree Fahrenheit water. This dramatically extends
the shelf life. Such items that. I see applicable to this in the seafood
i~dustry include salmon fish roasts, fish emulsions, pastes, and the post
pasteurization of seafood products such as picked crab meat and peeled
shrimp.

Another area in which we have been involved is the aquaculture
industry Our own company, Grace, owns shrimp farms in Hawaii. Me have
" " ed wit" them for over a year on the development of shrinkable material
that they could use to vacuum pack 2.5-pound units of aquacultured shrimp.
They did not want to use any sulfites to prevent oxi dation or black spot.

used high-barrier packaging, and this is contrary to everything I have
been telling you about using breathable films. In our wildest dreams, we
nev« thought a barrier material would be applicable to a seafood product
that was fresh. However, an oxygen barrier material was applicable and it
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prevents the formation of black spots on the product. They are marketing
the product now at temperatures around 40 degrees with a shel f life of 21
days. Me are actively involved in both the trout aquaculture industry and
the catfish industry in Mississippi, Alabama, and Arkansas.

As discussions in this workshop have shown, the industry is moving
slowly towards adopting a lot of packaging. One of the attendees asked
this question: "Me have been talking about seafood quality for 10 years.
Mhen is something going to be done about it7"

Cryovac has been involved for about six years. I guess we are in the
same boat. Me want to know if some measures are going to be taken to
adopt some controls, like in the aquacultur e industry .

SEAFOOD 4UALITY AT THE RETAIL LEVEL

Jon Rowley

See inMaductiorr page 8.

I said earlier this morning that there weren't really any quality
standards in the industry. The only real standard is an FDA ruling that
fish must be wholesome, that is, nontoxic. Mhat I'd like to do in
teaching seafood quality to people is to give them a seafood quality scale
of 1 to 10.

Americans eat 13.5 pounds of fish per person per year. About half of
our consumption is canned tuna fish. Americans are not really eating a
whole 1 ot of f i sh.

There has been in very recent years a phenomenon in the food service
conmunity. There has suddenly been a little explosion in certain areas of
the country in the consumption of seafood in restaurants. NcCormick's in
Seattle has a fresh list, printed every day. The restaurant lists about
two dozen separate fresh seafood items on its menu. Triples restaurant in
Seattle is doing some very effective merchandising on its menu--"It's not
just the best time to enjoy Copper River king salmon, it's the only time."
The restaurant is in tune with the seasonality of this particular product.
Fish consumption has gone up in restaurants to the extent that steak
houses have had to completely alter what they are offering on their menus.
You' ve probably heard the recent Black Angus ads about their new fish
menu. 'Many steak houses in the Seattle area have even shut down, been
remodeled, and are opening as seafood grills.

At the retail level, red meat consumption has gone down and poultry
sales have gone up, but retail sales of seafood have been rather flat.
would estimate that currently we 're looking at less than 20 percent of
market penetration at retail level on seafood.
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Traditionally, seafood has been part of the meat department, a lowly
stepcbfld at that. Most meat people don't care to handle fish and you can
often see that by the way ffsh is merchandised. For example, take a chum
salmon roast whfch has a "boneless" sticker on it. Just a little thfngi
but what happens when the customer sees that fs an fmnedfate loss of
confidence in the abflfty of the market to deal wfth seafood. Also. in
supermarkets you can see "red snapper" of very poor quality showing a lot
of the gaping flesh Chat is caused by packing fish in bags.

I have found a smoked product that has actually gone below that line
between wholesome and unwholesome. It was a serfovsly decomposed product
whfch should not have been for sale. Julia Chflds has said a few times,
Somethfng has got to be done about supermarket ffsh. It seems that

supermarkets are the dumpfng ground." I thfnk that is indeed the case.

There is currently a lot of interest fn eating fish and shellfish for
reasons of nvtrftion and fftness. There fs going to be a lot more
interest. One thing that you are going to hear a lot about are omega 3
fatty acids and the discoveries that have been made about the oils in ffshfat--how they will actually reduce cholesterol levels. That fs a very
fmportant ffndfng. Fish lfke chinook salmon, black cod, and albacore ar e
probably going to become very fashionable.

Retailers, as well as restaurant people, are at the end of a distri-
bution chain and they can sell only what they receive. It helps, I' ve
learned, when the people who are retailing have an understanding of what
goes into producfng quality. They become better buyers and then better
merchandfsers.

A lot of things can happen to fish before they reach a retail
envfroraaent. Nat happens to fish during the fir st three hours on the
boat determines what the ultimate quality of that fish is going to be. If
there fs an opportunity, given the harvesting method, the fish should be
chflled pre-rfgor.

Mhat you do ff you chill ffsh pre-rigor, providing they 've been
dressed and other essential steps have taken place, is control how long
fish are fn rigor. As long as a fish is in rigor mortis, there is no
bacterial action on that fish. Thfs is somethfng the scientific coaeunity
has practically no understanding of, bvt there seems to be a consensus
among the people that have looked at rigor mortis that this is indeed the
case . So, if yov can control r i gor. and extend rigor mortis a long time,
you fmprove quality. I' ve seen ling cod in rigor mortfs for up to a week .
which means those week-old ling cod were like fish only hours out of the
water, from the standpoint of bacterial decomposition.

In some other countries fish reaches the market fn far better shape
than it does in the United States. In a typical French port fish are
unloaded off the vessels in boxes that hold about 80 pounds of fish . They
are unloaded by vesse'1 and displayed fn large halls along the pier.
before the auction starts, the buyers go down and visually inspect the
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product. They find what fits their particular market and they prepare to
buy as soon as the auction star ts. There are all types of fish that come
from all sizes of boats and represent all kinds of quality. What you see
is a very close quality-price relationship.

In a typical retail fish environment in Europe the whole fish or the
dressed fish is put on the counter. Most of the products are sold in a
whole dressed form so that the quality can be maintained much longer in
distribution.

In the Nest Coast we receive products through the system in fillet
bags. This practice of packing fillets in bags is horrible. It has no
redeeming social value, and it's the accepted way of doing things on the
West Coast. It just destroys fish.

If you are going to fillet fish, there are ways of getting it to the
market and maintaining the basic integr ity of the product. Gne way is to
ship in round or rectangular containers; the idea is to put fish skin side
to skin side and meat side to meat side so the pigment along the skin side
doesn't transfer to the meat side and discolor it. If you have extremely
fresh fish, that pigment is very active and you get unsightly looking fish
if the skin touches the meat si de of the fish. If fish could be layered
flat and put into containers and well iced through the chain, that would
greatly improve the quality of what's done on the Nest Coast.

"Fresh.' This is a word that gets a lot of play in advertising in
restaurants. In Seattle we 've got about 12 restaurants that are adverti s-
ing the freshest fish in town. It's the most commonly asked question of
restaurant waiters--"Is your fish fresh?" If it's fresh, even if it
doesn't taste quite right, somehow, it's okay.

Let's examine this word. What does fresh really mean? Here is a
typical distribution system that we work with locally. There can be
variances in this scenario, but this is not atypical. Fish can be on the
vessel from I to 10 days, and there are cases where fish is on the vessel
for longer than 10 days. It's in the processing plant for 1 to 2 days.
Now as we know, it's often at this level for much longer than this. It
can be in transport from 1 to 3 days. There are wholesalers who
specialize in one species of fish, like salmon, If it comes to a large
wholesaler, it may be there for a day or two before it is then sent to a
distributor, where it may be for a day or two. Then it is at the retail
shop for a day or two, and as we know, it is often sitting at that point
for much longer. Fish that has that age on it is still considered
"fresh," as you can see on some supermarket packages . What you see are
stickers that say "fresh" in very big bright blue and red letters, letting
the people know that they are buying "fresh" fish.

Is fresh fish delivered daily? Well, that sounds good. It looks
good to the customer, but keep in mind that we' re dealing with the system
that I just described. A joke on the phone with people in the fish
business is "Sure it's good; it just came in today . Fresh." That is not
a piece of fish that I would be interested in taking haIe.
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If ffsh is handled correctly on the vessel, ft won't sustai~ bruis-
ing. Red snapper, perch . and yelloweye rockffsh belong to the same
famfly. However, I suspect the reason the industry likes to call this
fish red snapper is because ft is always red  from being bruised!, which
gives the customer a very positive association, when actually ft is a
negative quality. There is one species of rockffsh that has the legally
accepted name of Paciffc ocean perch. Too often, however, just for the
sake of obtaining some variety fn the fish case, you' ll see one species of
rockffsh or another called red snapper, perch, sea bass, and whatnot.
When you look at ft you can see that ft came out of the same bag of fish.

The retail price of similar fish may vary widely. The red snapper
fillet may be $2.59, the perch fillet may be $2.69, and yelloweye rockffsh
may be $4.49. There's another story to that . The yelloweye is afr
freighted down from Sitka and ft's caught by a very fnefficfent fishing
method which fs costly, but ft sells well at that price.

Custoaers want to see a lot of varfety. You can achieve variety in
lots of clever ways. A store might sell ling cod fillets, ling cod
steaks, and ling cod roast--all of those forms sell well.

Seafood additives. There fs a lot of interest now in eating fish,
and the word "fresh" is market magfc. So instead of responding with
hfgher-quality fresher fish, segments of the fndustry, unfortunate'ly, are
responding with chemicals to maintain the fish fn not too good a condition
longer. Unfortunately, there's a fair amount of this dipping going on.
It's something that you can see and feel on the fish, and you can also
taste it.

Fresh vs. frozen. The difficulty is selling the public good frozen
fish. Me get a very hfgh level of market acceptance when the product fs
excellent every time. Surprisingly, you can even sell it at price levels
higher than fresh fish, if it fs consistently excellent.

Whfch fs better, fresh or frozen ffshl Fresh or frozen I don't think
is really the issue . I think that quality, ultimately, is the issue . If
frozen fish of excellent quality can be put on the market consistently,
customers are going to buy it.

Quality standards. This fs something that I have been trying to
establish, using a scale of 1 to 10. If we are able to develop standards
that retailers can work with and understand, then they' ll be able to say,
This is something we accept and below this we can't sell ft." Peter Troy

mentioned that he needed fish with five-day shelf life in a store. What I
encourage people to stri ve for fs to get fish with no less than five-day
shelf life in the store, and then sell that fish in two days. That way,
t"e customers are going to have a very good dining experience with that

Even if they don't get to it in a few days, it's gofng to be fine.
So qualfty standards, I feel, are very important.
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If the fish is seven or above on my scale it has no fishy odor
whatsoever. The odors are clean and pleasant, and we' re looking at three
to more than seven days shelf life in that condition. In the middle of
the scale you' re starting to pick up a perceptible fishy odor and when you
cook it, it will taste slightly fishy. The shelf life is much reduced and
we' re generous in giving it four days. Down at the bottom of the sca'le,
you get fish with a very strong fishy odor and very strong fishy taste.
There's a lot of it around, unfortunately. But we try not to deal with
it.

Nomenclature. One needs to be as accurate as possible with nomencla-
ture. Sometimes it takes a fair amount of research to settle on the
correct name. Mhat are we going to call this fish and why are we going to
call it this?

Labels like "fillet of sole" don't inspire a lot of confidence. They
cause a lot of confusion for the customer who one day will buy a "fillet
of sole." After it has been cooked, it tastes good but the next day when
the customer gets "fillet of sole," it was another kind of sole. It might
be the mushy Dover sole and when it's cooked the customer doesn't enjoy
it. The customer ends up being very confused. The same thing happens
with salnen.

Truth and accuracy in labelling is important, Uses of names like
"butterfish" and "red snapper" are technically illegal. If these names
have a historic use in another part of the country then it is technically
illegal to take those names and put them on our local fish just for
marketing reasons.

In another situation, we might have black cod in the bottom tray. In
the tray above is. the same fish in filleted form, but named butterfish."
The customers get very confused.

Let's look at salmon and the range of retail prices. King salmon's
price ranges from $4.00 to $9.00 per pound. Chum salIen is fram $2.00 to
$3-50 per pound; recently it has been much cheaper. Pink salmon ranges
from $1.00 to $2.50 per pound, sockeye from $3.00 to $7.00 per pound.
"Salmon" on the label does not tell the consumer enough. If customers are
paying over $5.00 per pound for a piece of fish, they deserve to know what
they are getting.

In terms of the product form, some customers are smarter than others.
Some are purchasing fish for the first time. They try salmon for $-99 per
pound, salmon fillet for $6.99, salmon fillet for $7.99. From month to
month and store to store, you will see all kinds of different numbers
under the price for "salmon." That is very confusing for the customer who
doesn't know a lot.

It is important to put the form of the salmon on that label. What is
it that the consumers are buying? Don't just put "salmon put
salmon steaks," "silver salmon fillet," so that they know exactly what
they are getti'ng. You will be surprised how many people d n't know the
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difference between the steak and the ffllet in the package. If they are
told, they walk out ot there and have learned something.

At thfs time, the store owner needs to be cominitted in order to be
successful at retailing seafood. This fs true whether we are talking
about the supermarkets or the retail ffsh markets. Me are dealing, right
now, with a system which from the standpoint of quality, doesn't function.
There are many obstacles which we are going to have to overcome to correct
this.

An ice machine fs a ma!or expense and ft is something that you can' t
do without. A meat department has no use for an ice machine. If it were
a fish department, one of the ffrst things that would be needed would be
an ice machfne.

Once you make a comaftment, tell people that you are fn the fish
business. An outside reader board used to advertise seafood tells the
publfc in no uncertain terms that you are in the fish busfness.

A cmmaitment to educating and training personnel is necessary . This
is essential. Nhat fs drastically needed is a school. In many other
countries, there are schools where people can go for varying lengths of
time, up to several years, to learn the retafl fish business. There is
nothing lfke that in this country except for the school that the New
England Fisheries Development Foundation puts on. That is a very brief
course. I haven't been to ft but I understand that ft is quite good. It
is going to be necessary to spend some money on your people because there
are not many good retail fish people around.

Advertising and promotfons are exciting arenas that have a lot of
potential. Very little has been done on a retafl level where a 'lot of
exciting things could happen.

Usually supermarket fish ads are placed in the little blue area of
the ad and are tucked in between the roasts and hams. That is usually
where ffsh are advertised, a very poor stepchild to the meat department.
At some point fn the near future, I hope we will see advertising of a
better quality, promoting all kinds of fish.

Another area that ! would like to talk about is merchandising.
constantly stress that the quality of the products you buy are your most
important merchandfzfng tool. Excellent quality sells itself. Seafood
has excellent display characteristics. Displaying seafood is like putting
together a fine jewelry case in which you are displaying fine gems. The
case has lots of colors and forms to show off.

If you have a service fish case you can lay it all out. People will
talk about ft, and you can show it off. I have learned, to my astonish-
ment, that you don't need that envfronment to sell fish. I used to be
«eptfcal that you could successfully sell fish fn plastic tray packs.
However, I worked with one stare recently that was successful at ft and
the experience made a believer out of me. I discovered that as long as
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you can get high-quality fish into those tray packs and you can repeat it
where the customer can tr'ust you to get the best product, you can be
extremely successful. Once again, the quality of the fish is the most
essential merchandising tool.

When the fish are uniform, of excellent quality, free of blood and
bruising, and extremely fresh, they will obviously be fine if you have to
wait a few days to cook them.

Let's look at service fish cases that have been traditionally used to
retai'l fish. There is a coil on top which is a gravity feed coil. You
fill it up with ice and that is how it works. This is a fine situation
except it doesn't allow the fish to be displayed extremely well. They are
very hard to set up; you have to come in from behind and lay the fish in.
The cases are very hard to clean. It is important to keep that glass
impeccably clean if you have very high quality. Actually you must have a
mania for keeping the glass clean. With a clean glass, that fish will
jump out at you.

There are more supermarkets on the dra~ing boards now and there seems
to be a great deal of remodeling in supermarkets already in existence.
People who are remodeling and building new stores are looking at a new
type of fish area that is a special environment. An attempt to create a
whole new seafood area is something that is being planned in new stores.

Some European style fish cases are "ice only" cases. They don't have
the coil on the bottom, and the ice is the only refrigeration that you
have. Some of the more expensive ones are equipped with ice-holding
coils. Another model has the coil behind the ice and there is additional
refrigeration which is circulated over the top of the fish. From the
standpoint of temperature, this is a better situation but tends to dry out
the product.

Live tanks are something that you may see more and mre of. It is
not necessarily the best thing to do with a lot of live shellfish . In
some cases . they deteriorate faster in the live tanks than they do if you
have them in a walk-in cooler at the ri ght tenperatur e. A live product is
not always the best product.

I like to use flowers with retail fish because it takes that fishy
pe~ception away from the fish. It makes it seem like something different
when there are a few flowers around. The custceers who are trying to find
good fish to buy are upscale, thin, and health conscious, and they can
afford to pay. They don't want fish that smells like fish and they don' t
want fish that tastes fishy. The challenge for all of us is to get fish
to this point in the system with no smell.

DISCUSSION

guestion: Has anybody investi gated the sushi bar furnishi~gs. li« you
Fiin ~n the salad bars?





financially. You can have a rewarding lifestyle in fishing just because
people are going to be moving to seafood and quality seafood. An entre-
preneur who takes advantage of this consumer demand is going to do well.
It is not going to happen automatically; you are going to have to work at

Shen trolling for salmon or any species, whether it be rockfish,
albacore, or whatever, you have to realize that you are catching fish on a
one-by-one basis. Me catch our fish one at a time. Individual care and
handling can be lavished on each fish. This can't be done in other
fisheries such as the trawl fishery. Salmon are caught awhile actively
feeding before the hormonal changes occur which will cause them to stop
feeding, return to the rivers, spawn, and die. This diet of shrimp,
squid, krill, and herring, and other delicacies they eat imparts a flavor
to the fish which is captured in the troll-caught fish. It's a very
delicate flavor. I think you can tell the difference between fish caught
in the bloom of life, so to speak, and one that is caught later in its
life cycle, if properly handled.

Each fish that we catch is stunned before it comes out of the water.
It is landed very gently onto a piece of conveyor belting on the deck.
which is rubberized on the surface to prevent bruises. Me take extra-
ordinary care to make sure we don't have sharp edges around our landing
area on the boat so we don't get bruises or scale our fish . Ne bleed the
fish ieaediately. The main artery is cut so the blood pumps out. The
fish is then set for ten minutes with water running over it. Then it is
cleaned and washed well. At that time we put the fish into a proper size
plastic container so it doesn't slosh back and forth in the boat. It
soaks in cool sea water for 15 to 30 minutes to let remaining blood come
out of the veins and the belly cavity. Then the fish is ~ashed again.
The veins are milked, and we try to remove all the blood on the second
~ashing. After this the fish is inmediately put into a chilled water
system.

I will explain later why we use this system. Basically it is a
compromise between what wi'll work and produce high-quality fish and what
is economical for us to do and still remain competitive in our business-

This is very important: within an hour after the fish cmaes out of
the water and after it has been properly washed, bled, and carefu'lly
handled, it is ianediately chilled. I think this is the advantage that we
get on our quality. The heat is removed from that fish iaaediately. Ne
maintain our water at 32 degrees. Me may go down as low as 31 but never
below 31. Ne may go up as high as 34. I would rathe~ have my water a
little bit too warm than a little bit too cold.

Our water is a mixture of two-thirds fresh water and one-third sea
water. Sea water is used for two reasons: one, to produce a little bit
better color in the fish; second, to increase the heat transfer from my
cooling coils in the tank to the water, for engineering reasons. It does,
according to studies performed by Sea Grant, result in a very good product
that does not have any significant salt uptake. You do not want to keep
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fish in pure sal t water that has been dressed because they wi 1 1 take up
o�will get a briny product. The longer you keep it in that

water the brinier it will be
P ~ Me fish five-day trips Me deli

fse th
are people who don

a good balance between de'lim �d
g « g «he business. Me still feel that

o our fish. Mhen particular ma k t d
» - . we ma.k our fish. I have a we+ f

the tail or the head on the gill fl
tag when the fish is deliver d

customer has an idea of the remaining shelf life of that fish. One can
write other things. One can write where it was taken or caught. Me even
experimented with actually tagging each fish as we caught it with the date
caught.

Me found that with five-day trips there was no significant quality
difference between the first fish and the last fish of the trip. Me had
high quality in everything except the shelf life. However, by the time it
got to consmaers, they still had a high-quality product. irregardless. Me
did have some tag loss with this type of tag, but by this tag we were able
to trace our fish through different customer markets and received nothing
but glowing reports, in the smoked market, in the mild cure market, and
through restaurant use. People who have gotten our fish would like to
have them again. Mhen we are in the area, when the salmon are near those
particular locales where we carl deliver to those markets, we have a demand
for our fish. That makes me feel good and it also makes my pocketbook
feel good.

There are soae handling problems on board that cause bad fish in a
"erman s catch. One of these is mis-striking a flopping fish on the

 Th« happens to people that do not stun their fish in the water.i
You cannot flail around with your kill club or gaff hook and hit that fish

" seven times and hope that one of those is going to stun that fish.
f«h s»uld be struck once, sharply between the eyes. Nake sure that

it is only hit between the eyes. Don't hit him on the back or the nape of
e neck or the boy. If you do, that causes a massive bruise and you are
ng to get blood migrations into the cell structure of the fish.

Unfortunately. there are quite a number of fishermen these days who
" t gaff their fish. They net their fish for reasons of economics and

es it difficult to properly stun the fish. Bruce and I a'Iso think
ay contribute to lactic acid buildup and buildup of wastes that

» the fish fighting as it struggles before you stun it. This
gra e the quality of the flesh.
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Another don't do for fish is don't warm up the fish. The fish should
be kept cold. Always. Yesterday I mentioned some of the abuses that
occur on the dock. A lot of abuses by trip boats and day boats occur by
leaving the fish in the sun. They are busy and are catching mre fish, but
this practice is a no-no. You can't let that fish lie in the sun. Two
hours on the deck in the sun is equal to having that fish stored in a fish
hold for several days, in terms of quality loss.

Our fish-unloading procedures up and down the coast are outdated. It
is almost all done in the sun, and people are not trained. They don' t
have any idea of what they are doing as far as how it affects the quality
of the fish. All they know is that they are getting paid $.25 per pound
or $.35 per pound to unload those fish . That is what the buyer is
getting. It doesn't make any difference how that fish was treated in
between. It might as well be a rubber ball in some instances. The abuses
are tremendous.

I make it a policy that if buyers abuse my fish, we generally do not
do business with them. This policy has to be somewhat flexible, because
we deal with a fresh product. I have to sell that product; othe~ise it
rots in my boat. Generally we encourage the buyer to take good care of
our fish because we are proud of what we catch. Me feel it should be the
best product possible to the consumer. Too many times it will be dropped
onto a grading table from a great height. Half the fish will miss the
grading table, and fall 6 or 7 feet onto the concrete. I crinqe when this
happens. That fish is going to suffer bruises and scale loss and it is
not going to be the same fish. Or, the fish will be thrown from 8 or 10
feet away into the weighing carts and hit the edge of the cart. A sharp
edge and a sharp blow like that does as much damage as banging on it with
a gaff hook on deck. I took care not to do that and expect the buyers to
take care.

Each boat is different. Our system is a compromise of what will
work, provide high quality, and still keep us competitive in the business.
Basically, if you stun fish quickly, handle them car efu]ly and gently,
prevent scale loss, bleed them promptly, clean and wash them very well,
and chill them promptly, you are going to get high-quality fish off the
boat.

On Rowley's scale, I would say you are going to get an 8 I/2 to 10
fish on a consistent basis, all the time, if you can do these things. You
may' net your fish and stun them on deck. I think this probably degrades
quality by one or two percent. However, take care of the big factors.
which are keeping that fish cold and chilled, bled, and properly cleaned.

One of the things happening this year that may solve some of the
problems with quality fish is accountability through the system for
uality fish. Mhere does the buck stop7 How can the consumer identify a
ish that has received extraordinary careT

The troll industry  the various troller associations up and down the
coast! meets once a year to hash out mutual problems that we might attack
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egional basis . Me felt quality was a regional problem that was
our market and the amount of aeney we were getting for our fish.

~ think our fish is worth more. The consumer was not able to recognize a
Consumers heard a lot about troll-caught fish, but

$Qey neve'r coul d really see one of the critters in the store that they
for sure was a trol 1 caught fish. Me are going to try to identi fy

t ll- caught fish. Me are investigating plastic tags which would be
cheaper than the one I now use and could be color coded. Our goal is to
<k+ a quality troll-caught fish an identifiable product in the market-
pl ace by tagging each indi vidual f ish. These tags wi'l l gi ve the fish an
ideptity and make the fish traceable to the vessel . We feel that the buck
has to stop some place. It is entirely possible that fish may be ruined
because of factors on down the distribution chain beyond the control of
the individual fisherman but somebody has to be accountable. Me feel that
somewhere along the line if abuse occurs, whoever did that abuse is going
to receive heat in the form of complaints, kicking and screaming, and
bodily abuse by the fishermen. In fact, complaints come back to the
fishermen.

This is what we call our si gnature salmon program. Me hope to have
this in place in a pilot structure for this coming year . Not all trollers
would be putting tags on their fish. Me would have a quality training
program for trollers. These trained fishermen, once they were identified
and educated as to what causes poor quality and how to maintain good
quality, would be issued tags for their fish. Me would also have an
educational program for fish buyers and wholesalers and we wou'ld have an
education program for the end consumer, the restaurateur, and the public.
They would be aware that they could now identify premium quality troll-
caught fish. Me think that this is a step that will give our prod~et an
identity in the market. It is pretty exciting.

One advantage is the consumer can readily identify premium troll-
He can also have pertinent information, such as the date

landed Where the fish was caught can be included for each individual
The consumer is interested in this kind of information for an

eating experience. He is not buying dinner. He is after an eating
experience and he wishes to absorb the karma of that fish. This is a wild
thin9 that he is eating that has been feeding in the wild, briny deep. He
s willin9 to pay money for this. I know this from our direct marketing

sales off the boat. people are very interested in what we do and how we
do it and what the fish was eating'

W f 1 ~ 1 of th troll-caught salmon will be enhanced
because they are identifiable. Me feel that pride «
bution
ship in maintaining quality will be fostered throughout the

on chain. If everyone knows those fish can be traced throug
system, they are going to be more careful with t em.ressponsib]e for quality, then that person ts going to
educate others and to make changes in the whol«ys~

this. FiThe point I would like to make is that there has to be incentive for
Fishermen should get more money for producing high-q
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The wholesalers should get more money for taking care of high-quality
fish. Retailers should get more money for selling high quality fish. We
think the consigner demand is there and everyone can make a profit through-
out the system on this.

I would like to talk a little about direct marketing because direct
marketing is one area in which we can capitalize on our quality . We deal
in a fresh product, and selling a fresh product directly to the public is
a tricky business. You have very good fi'sh the first day and somewhat
lower quality fish the second day . After a week the fish are garbage.
Time is of the essence and the logistics involved--making sure those fish
get off the boat and get sold--is why we have fish wholesalers and the
rest of the distribution chain. It' s di f ficul t to short circui t that with
a fresh product. But it is possible if you are c'lose to a market. Me
often fish in front of San Francisco with seven million people just over
the hill. Direct marketing will work in that kind of an enviroreent. To
some extent it works with albacore along the coast. Ne sell albacore in
the San Francisco area. It's a fresh item that is going to be consumed
fresh. Almost none of our fish that we sell are canned.

Along the Oregon coast canning is usually the end result. Most of
the fish are going to be placed into cans because the people have found
that canned albacore is a far sight above what they can buy in the store.
In any event, when you start dealing directly with the public, you realize
that the public is after quali ty. When we sell albacore to peop'le, we
have to take extraordinary care of our albacore. 1t is a tough fish to
take care of. It is soft and bruises easily. It is tougher to take care
of than salmon, by far. Yet those people expect those fish to look like
they just came out of the ocean. If the fish are not perfect, consumers
are not as willing to buy them. People are ver y quality conscious.

I would like to cover some of the things used in my operation. I use
a salmon sleeve. It is used in the freezing business for salmon. Me use
it to pr otect our fish. With our salmon, the first 15 to 20 fish that we
place in each aluminum tank are placed in these bags so that slight
movement of our fish in the bottom of the tank won't take any scales off.
The rest of the fish will kind of nestle in among these first few fish and
all the fish are protected. Our tanks are about 300 gallons each and have
a 12-inch opening on the top--a situation similar to a full catsup bottle.
You can twist and turn that bottle a lot and you get hardly any movement
inside the tanks. There is some. Enough to keep the water stirred up,
which is about right. This is what we use to protect the fish. It is
also good for marketing the fish.

When we sell a customer a fish off the boat, he puts it in a bag and
it looks good. It looks like he just picked it up out of the water. He
carries it up to his car and along the way he sells us two or three or
more fish because it is a visible product. If it is an albacore, it is
g'learning in the sun and all the colors are coming out. If it is a salmon.
it is the same . If you are selling to the public, you have to be a
salesman to a certain extent. Me don't offer our fish; we sell them-
Because if we don't sell them they are going to rot. To that extent.
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Bruce and I are caapleteiy different. That is the dffference between a
fresh product and havfng a product that has an almost indefinite shelf
1 ffe.

The gun we use to affix our tags fs very reliable. It is used
throughout the clothing fndustry. Our gun is somewhat different fn that
it fs manufactured with stafnless steel parts instead of ordinary steel,
but most of it is plastfc. The needle fs stainless steel. Fish biolo-
gists use them for attaching tags for marking fish. It is not very
expensive. The clothing clips are reliable. They never come out of the
ffsh. The only problems we have had fs that sometimes in handling, these
waterproof paper tags would rip. I think this can be reeedfed by going to
an all plastic, tougher tag.

In direct marketing you have to satisfy state regulatfons; you have
to pay county assessments. It is $.065 per pound fn California and $.07
fn Oregon for salmon, I believe. There are certain amounts you have to
pay for rockfish or albacore, In California it is quite easy for the
fisherman to market his catch directly. You go to the nearest Fish and
Game office and they give you a book like this which has forms in tripli-
cate. You fill this out for each sale. If you are selling to a restau-
rant, you record how many pounds, how many fish, all the necessary
informatfon. If you are selling fish to the public, all you have to do is
keep a record of each fndividual sale and at the end of the day you can
fill out this tag and attach your record to ft. At the end of the month
you maf1 them into the Calffornfa Department of Fish and Game along with a
form like this, where you list all your totals and pay your state assess-
ment. That fs all there is in California. If you don't do any business
in a month, they don't bother you. I think ft is a very good system.
Unfortunately, the rest of the Northwest hasn't caught on, or else they
are fn the business of hiring goverreent employees. In Oregon, ff you
want to se'll fish off the boat, you have to have a wholesale license and
you have to pay poundage every month. If you don't do any business that
month, you stil'1 have to send in a statement saying you don't have
anything. They send you back three or four computer-generated repor ts
each month to say that you haven't done any busfness. I understand the
est recent session of our state legislature dfd pass a simplification of
rules for selling albacore and rockffsh and other species other than
salmon off the boat . You stfll have to go through the old process for
salmon. I don't understand why this is so.

In closing, what we do is not that special . Me just try to do a good
job . Me have to remain competftfve with the rest of the fishermen. Mhen
regulatfons become very 'tight and we get very short seasons, ft degrades
quality because the fisherman has to make a living and he has only one way
tp do it. Jfe has to fish harder or fish longer trips. In 1982 we had a
twelve-day coho season- That is terrible. Mhen you have small quotas
like that, management should be geared towards getting a product of high
quality to the consunv.r- The whole season shouldn't run consecutively.
It should be broken up so that you get fish of decent age. Force boats to
deliver to the dock by closing the season for a day or two. Halibut in



Alaska was an example of how not to do it. I think this past year was an
improvement.

The conInent was made yesterday that our ~hole system of fisheries in
the United States is geared towards production. I think that is true, but
it shouldn't be geared towards production. It should be geared toward the
consumer: producing the highest quality fish for the consumer and the
greatest social benefits from the fishery . To that extent, I am a strong
advocate of trolling and a strong advocate of small operations that employ
lots of people, offer a good life-style, and provide hi gh-quality pro-
ducts. Me may not be as efficient in a pure limited economic sense, but I
think we are more efficient when you consider all the social and other
relevant factors.

Bruce Gore

Bruce Gor e has ~ished all of his Life. He started fishing vith his
dad vhen he ~s abo~t 10 and did that all through junior high schoo2. Re
tro22ed from a maLL boat out of ILLrdaco. He creved on purse seine boats
in Alaska during summer in high school and co22ege then bought his om
boat and has been running his o~ operation for the 2ast 16 years. He has
very strong ideas about the ray thing" should be done and is uncompromis''ng
in his standards of quality. Pe ha" created a trong market identity.
His customers incLude such Luminaries as Julia Childs, who has used his
frozen sa2mon on national 2'.V. Others @ho uish to base their reputations
on the highest. standard ds of quality are also his customers.

Scott has done an excellent job of hitting all the high points. He
and I are definitely on the same path. A smart seafood buyer would be
using his product during the fresh season and mine during the off season.
That way the consumer could be assured of having the highest possible
quality year round.

I'd like to discuss what I do to design a fish to be frozen. As we
know, a lot of fish are frozen out of default, to prevent them from going
to the dumpster . I do it a different way .

I fish in Alaska. Troll fish, of course. The fish are caught one at
a time on hook and line as everyone probably knows. That gives you the
opportunity to have an intimate encounter with every fish. You can handle
them in such a way that you can maximize the individual potential of each
fish. Each fish is played to the stern as quickly as possible and stunned
in the water. I was sur pr ised to hear that there were quite a few people
on the Oregon coast who net fish. They are losing some market identity at
that point by scale loss . The integrity of the scales on a fish is an
indication of quality. You are losing some of that identity by putting a
fish in a net and landing it that way. On my boat, every fish is gaffed
in the head and swung aboard.



ghen the fish hits the deck, the first thing we do is sever the main��b ~n the heart and the gill raker. It is very important to
fish iaaaediately . If you hit the right spot, the bl ood wil 1

pump out very rapi dl y.
ife allow the fish to bleed 11ke this for IO to IS m1nutes ~ depending

on the condition of the fish. You can tell when it stops pumping. Me
like to maximize that bleed time and try not to sever the heart. If you

the pump looses its prime and you don't get maximum bleed-
ing.

~ soon as the fish stops bleeding on the deck, we dress the fish. I
am 4esigning these fish for freez1ng so I do a 11ttle different dressing
than ~ott does. I dress most of the fish with the head off.

Eviscerate the fish totally . It is very important to get all the
visceral mater1al out of the fish as quickly as possible, whether you are
icing or freezing. You need to get all the blood out. but you also need
to get any blood around the collar, kidney, or the backbone. All the
membranes must be taken out of' the belly cavities. No esophagus should
rema1n around the throat latch. The fish needs to be totally clean.
Those are the areas where bacterial bloom will start. Those will be the
first areas of decomposition, discoloration, and off flavor.

I happen to use a "hook-out," which sport fishermen use to take the
hooks out of a catfish. I can grab those little pieces of membranes with
the tool. It 1s a lot faster than trying to grab it with your fingers.

On every fish, we split the knuckles at the anterior end of the
backbone. This is something a lot of people don't do and I am promoting
as much as poss1ble. Mat that does is open up the main blood line down
the backbone of the fish and the heavy loin part of the tail.

I bleed the veins 1n the belly flap down. Rapidly, I run over it
'with my »n4 to get the blood started in the ri ght direction. I do this
very rapidly in the original cleaning of the fish. Upon completion, I do
a few strokes 4own the back to get the blood headed toward the area in the
an««or area of the backbone, which I severed. Host of the blood in the

k and the heavy part of the tail will be worked towards that point.
lay the fish forward on the deck and from there, my wife Kathy will pick

fish up. an4 take it to the hatch. She will repeat the whole process,
but she w111 do it much more thorough]y. She uses a rubber spatula to
bleed the veins down and she also uses a slinming knife.

Blood in the belly flaps will appear as black 1 ines. Me will

because he
actually back flush the circulatory system. scott doesn't need to do t'his

tant to
" e "«s 4ealing in fresh fish. Mith frozen fish it is very impor-

with blood in
to get the blood out before the fish is frozen. If fish are frozen

in them. there are chemicals in the blood that will affect the
<~p>ran«and the taste o f the fish over time. If the fish is not going

r«en if it has time to be on ice for a few days or in a tank as
the blood will come out by itse'lf. Ve are working these
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fish as rapidly as possible so that we can get the fish into the freezer
prior to rigor mortis. Seating rigor mortis is very impor tant. The only
way you can freeze a fish before it enters rigor is by freezing it on the
vessel. That separates our frozen fish from all other frozen fish. It
gives a higher degree of quality and it gives extended storage time.

Me tested the length of storage time for our fish. The longest time
one was held was for 16 months. That fish was chosen as a fresh fish in a
tasting.

Me actually pressurize the fish by pumping sea water into the veins.
You have to be careful with this procedure, because if the deck hose has
too much pressur e, you can explode the fish. Me have a by-pass with a Y
valve that will adust depending on our trolling speed. Pumps will put
out different amounts of water so you have to be careful that you don' t
damage the fish.

Me turn the fish belly down in the cleaning trough and then lightly
stroke the back of the fish and run a hand flat down the lateral line from
head to tail. A litt'ie bit of pressure will get the blood moving Collard
the point that has been opened up. Me will repeat the process until the
fish runs clean, until there is no more of the blood puddling on the belly
fl ap.

Me like to take the slime off the belly on the king salmon because
sometimes you will get yellowing. Me also tag our fish. That is a very
important program. I have a tagging program which I have been doing for
several years. Like Scott, I am proud of what I do. I put my name on my
product. I think it is important that people know where the fish come
from. It is crucial that fishermen be accountable for the product they
produce, particularly in direct marketing. If you don't do that, you
aren't separated in any way from the rest of the industry. That is a very
important thing to pursue. quality is what is going to give you your
ear ket.

! use the same Swift-tach tagging gun that Scott uses. Instead of a
paper tag, I use a plastic tag with my name, the vessel name, and the
company name on the tag.

Me lay the fish on the hatch like sardines. They are carried
everywhere they go. Me don't slide them or throw them. Every fish is
carried around on a velvet pillow, so to speak. Mhen they are on the
hatch, we keep them covered with wet burlap. Ne don't let the hose run on
them, because the temperature of the sea water will generally exceed the
temperature of the air in Alaska where we are fishing. Even on a sunny
day, if you have a wet burlap, soak it down, and allow the water to
evaporate, the temperature under that burlap will be colder than the air
temperature and the water temperature. That fish is cooling the whole
time it is on deck. Me try to get the fish totally worked up, bled out.
tagged, and into the Fish hold within two hours of coming out of the
water. Often, depending upon our level of production, it is faster than
that. Me try to get them down as rapidly as possible.
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fish hold is 30 degrees below zero. I have thermometer bulbs al1
through the fish hol4. I can monitor the temperature in the fish hol d
f~ about sf x pl aces and that is very important. You need to maintain
Mnsistent temp ratures in your fish h ld when you are doing this I am
freezing in the hold as well as storing in the hold, so I need to know
~at is going on down there.

Temperature is crucial to quality; I can't stress enough the initial
chilling -getting that fish col d as rapidly as possible. You need to know
what your temperatures are at every point in your fish hold.

In freezing those fish will be handed down into the hold one at a
time. On either side of the slaughter pen. I have dole plates. It is 30
below zero and windy in the fish hold. It is an air blast system with
contact plates. I lay the fish individually on contact plates in moving
air, They freeze very rapidly. The tissue damage that is done with the
rapid freeze is minimal, in fact, imperceptible. I believe that you can' t
tell it has been frozen. Freeze rate is critical. You need to freeze a
fish very rapidly or you get ice crystal build up within the cells. As
the ice crystals form, if the freeze rate is too slow, rupturing of the
cell walls occurs.

I am sure everyone has taken a fish home that they' ve caught. put it
in the freezer, thawed it a month later, and found that it was mushy and
not very good. It froze so slowly that the cells ruptured. Mhen you thaw
it out, you get a lot of drip. You have a soft fish, and the flavor is
lost. That is a lot of people's idea of frozen fish. It doesn't have to
be that way.

You don't want to glaze a fish too soon. If you glaze a fish before
the temperatures equalize all the way through the body of the fish, you
a« putting an insulating barrier on that fish. It will retard the freeze
rate and you will run into texture problems on the backbone. You will get
mushiness along the backbone. It's the same principle: you slow the
freezing process down and the cells will r upture,

I han4 dip every fish twice in a solution of sea water and Frudex
t orn sugar! ~ That puts a protective glaze on the fish. The fish is then
protected against dehydration and oxidation of the fats. It is important
o get the glaze on adequately and completely. By hand dipping every one,

we get total coverage. CNmaercially, when processors glaze fish, they
ten 4ip them in a basket. They have a 1 arge basket with a thousand

p un4s of salmon lying in it. They dip the whole basket. The salmon are
i" contact with each other. Mhen the basket is set down, the processor

cra« it on the cold storage floor and the fish will rattle loose.
e fish are boxed. They don't get total coverage with their glaze.

I f g adequate coverage . but the f i sh is vul nerabl e to some oxi dati on .
Alon

" dation occurs, it usually occurs on the fattest part of the fish.
freezer "e belly is one of the most noticeable places. If there is some

zer b«n there, just trieaing that off doesn't necessarily get rid of
'The oxidation will travel up the fat line of the fish. One
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can trim it off the belly but the consoner will still taste it in the
flesh. It creates an off flavor that is undesirable.

Me unload the fish from the boat into plastic totes. Aluminum is too
heat conductive; it will melt off little patches of glaze where the fish
are in contact with the bucket. Me unload under cover. Each fish is
sleeved and boxed in a plastic-lined box. An export box will protect the
fish in cold storage, given adequate temperature control, for periods up
to 18 months.

lhat is what I do and I think all the reasons for it were pretty well
focused on yesterday during the "Meak I.ink" session. The weak links were
pretty well identified. It became apparent to me several years ago that
in order to overcome the weak links we had to take responsibility for our
own product. Me had to be careful who we sold it to.

OI SC USS I OH

9uestion: Bruce, what is your goal as far as how quickly you freeze a 15-
mon 7

Bruce Gore: Freeze time down to 20 below at the backbones I haven' t
a~c uaTTyyrilled a fish and stuck in a thermometer to check the rate of
freeze. My rule of thumb is I will not ~laze a coho within 24 hours or a
king salmon within 48 hours. That doesn t mean that the fish takes that
long to get that cold to the backbone, because it doesn' t. A friend of
mine has a Freon 12 system. I have a 502, which is much more efficient
freon. I run hold temperatures about 10 to 15 degrees colder than he
does. He is not freezing on contact plates. He has put a dial thermo-
meter on a 10-pound coho and 'laid it in his freezer. His fish was at zero
degrees in seven hour s. I would say that is minimal performance� . His
fish also are very high quality. I am freezing at a faster rate. He does
an adequate job with a 20 below zero Freon 12 system, just laying them on
aluminum plates with no freon going through.

guestion: How much horsepower do you use for your system?

Res nse: + system is a Carrier transicold system. I direct drive a
carrier compressor off a four-cylinder Nercedes . That is a little

50-horsepower diesel and it probably doesn't take more than 20 or 30
horsepower to operate the SF30, the electricity, and the condenser water
to run the system. I can also run it off of a variable volume pump that
is driven off the accessory dri ve on the main engine . I run a smaller
compressor with that. I do that primarily when I am already down to
temperature. That is probably taking 8 or 10 horsepower off the main
engine. The horsepower requirement varies with the number of BTUs you
need to remove . If you put 100 fish down i n the freezer, it takes a lot
more horsepower than if you are just holding them already frozen at 30
degrees below.



4uestion: I would like ta ask Scott about the signature salmon program-
+~ I$3 you feel the restaur ant industry is responding in respect to
changes in the way salm!n are described in restaurant menusl

Scott Sole : I hope they are responding. I would hope that the restau-
person would try to market a local troll-caught fish. Throughout the

industry, we feel we received a lot of favorable press over the 1 ast two
years due to El Mino, the regulation crunch, and the fact that fishermen
have been in very hard economic times. This has created an identity for
our industry in the minds of many consumers, which we have not taken
advantage of with a product. I hope the restaurant people will take
advantage of that identity . Market their pr oduct as a high quality
dinner, taking advantage of this perception. With our signature salmon.
the restaurant person has the date on each of those salmon. He knows
which fish to pull out of the cooler and use next. He is going to have a
better quality product and he is going to be able to maintain a more
consistent quality dinner Imnu because of that.

4uestfon: I have been trying to direct market to the restaurants. The
Prs~9ng they ask is, 'How many scallops do you have, how many prawns?"
They want to be able to buy all their seafood from one supplier. That is
exactly what happens .

Say that I am able to get one restaurant to buy salmon from me. The
restaurant has to buy the rest of its seafood items from someone else . A
large supplier comes along and says "If you aren't going to buy your
salmon from us, then we don 't have any prawns for you this week ." It is
very difficult

Direct marketing frozen fish may be easier but fresh fish is very
hard to sell. The only place you can unload your fish is at the dock.
The processor already has the hoist tied up. He won't let you use the

You can't use a boat basin because there is a regulation prohibit-
ing what you want to do. So, you wait a~ound and bribe a night watchman.
The next thing you know, there are police all around, because they think
you' re trying to unload drugs.

Scott Boley: i@at he is saying is correct. Certainly the major whole-
Kaa sell to the restaurants try to protect their market. They

offer a full spectrum of seafood to the restaurant and they certainly
+n t encourage the restaurateur to make deals with the fishermen ar 90
outside their wholesale chain. That is not to say that the restaurant
"ll not do that on the sly or that you can't direct market. You can to
certain restaurants but. to market to the restaurant industry in general, I
"in" You will have to go through the wholesale chain and convince that

wholesaler he is going to make neney on your high-quality product.
What you all say about the established seafood wholesalers trying to

p"otect their turf by having certain regulations to prevent direct sales
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is exactly correct. Me run into this all the time. Two of the reasons we
did not fish albacore this year were �! we didn't need to because there
were plentiful supplies of salmon around and we were doing better on that
than we would have on albacore, and �! there was a new regulation which
was going to cost us a lot of money to get around.

The regul ation had been passed exclusively to prevent direct mar ket-
ing, to protect the wholesalers who were already established on the dock.
Those are problems. The only way to get around them is consulm.r demand
for high-quality fish.

Bruce Gare: The logistical problems are even worse in Alaska. Here, in
~e ower 48, you are closer to the population and the market I.n Alaska,
there are only a handful of towns. Maybe the one you are dealing with is
100 miles from where you are fishing and there is one dock in town. One
person controls the whole thing . He likes to peer over the edge of his
dock and do you a favor by taking your fish off your boat for a pittance.
In Alaska, you have very few options. Up there, it would be almost
impossible for me to do what Scott Boley is doi~g with fresh fish in
California. Mith frozen, I have mor e options because I can run my own
fish to, say, Seattle. Finding some place where you can unload your
product in a timely manner is a big problem. The camitment of restau-
rateurs is also something that has to evolve. Sometimes, it is difficult
for restaurateurs to make a caaIitment to buy from you because the large
wholesaler is putting pressure on the restaurateur not to buy from small
wholesalers like yourself. Their large supplier will start withholding
things when the supplier finds out the restaurant is buying fram you .
Mhat it takes is a philosophical camaitment on the part of the person that
is buying the fish. You can waste a lot of time by trying to sell fish to
the wrong restaurant.

Coleent: I would like to convent about the placement ef the fish support
derv ces that are a problem for fishermen. Buyers have done something at
the Santa Barbara Harbor that is very good. The dock there had coin
operated hoists for unloading fish. Anyone could use them. Even more
interesting was the cain operated ice machine.

Bruce Gore: The fisherman needs to make a total coemitment to this if it
~s go ng o work. You can get frozen out, especially if you need ice.
You can t depend on ice, and you have to be ice independent if you are
going to direct market. If you are not putting your fish through the
nomel channel, the guy who is selling you ice could withhold ice from you
and shut down your whole operation. Mhen I started breaking ny fish out
of the system and freezing on board, I froze everything.

I have two boats in Alaska . I also have a gill net boat and I give
those fish the same handling treatment that I da the troll fish. It is
just that the catch method is different. When this was evolving several
years ago, I could see that I was going to run into problems with my gill
net fish. I was breaking out my trawl fish with a fairly high profile,
direct marketi ng those fish, and still needing ice for my gill net fish .



of the dock woul d say, "You don ' t 1 and your trol 1 f i sh here so I
gf ve you fce for your gill net fish."

Nhat I had to do was to become completely ice independent. I have a
blast freeze system on the boat and I al so have a chil 1 er so I can have
refrigerated sea water for ch~ll~ng round fish- In the hold I have a
+rtftfon of watertight board that allows me to high grade fish and blast
g~eze the forward section of the boat and chill fish that I want to
��load to the buyer in the aft section of the boat. At any point, nobodY
has any lever on me. You have to make that kind of a commitment.

~ ~ That is true in the fresh market also. The ice scenario is
are bait fishermen and predominately fish for bait through-

out the season to catch our chinook salmon. One usually would get bait
from the buyers. If I direct my ffsh or if I have one particular whole-
saler that I am dealing with who is wil'ling to pay me extra for my tagged
f fsh, I have to make sure either that the wholesaler can provide me with
bait or that I can get my own bait.

Q solution has been to I partition off my fish hold and convert part
of it to a frozen storage area so that I could carry up to 10 cases of
baft. That would be enough for almost a month's worth of fishing. This,
to some extent, makes me completely independent of the plants. I do not
have to go to any particular plant for anything. The only thing I need to
continue ay operations fs fuel. Fuel is usually an independent concession
in each of the ports that they can't freeze me out of. For small quanti-
ties of ffsh, I can hand carry them up the dock and they cannot freeze me
out of that. either . Not being allowed to use a hoist is certainly a
hassle if you are trying to off-load several thousand pounds of fish.

L<SMNS FROM THE POULTRY INOUSTRY: CONSISTENCY IN EQUALITY PAYS OFF

Charles Ffscher

/T'.har'2es piseger is tQe extension pou2tr y specia2ist with the ep~
of Pou2tf try lienee at Oregon ~tate Univer s ty. He nas e'r.tensive e~erien
in the ouiPo> try industry and is here to share with us his perspective on
~2ity oontro2.

~ to Oregon State University in 1947. The inspection of poultry
products was gust beginning. Me've gone through it, and it now~ ~~' y accept d. I think if you were to ask the industry today what

point ou
ught abo>t it they would say it has been very worthwhile. I will

me of the advantages.
I

Mhe~� < " life ceases, decomposition begins. How soon the skin of a
will break down depends on how much of a bacterial load there is

« on the skin. hie use different methods of preservation.
"e«d some of them today: lowering the temperature, freezing,
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heating, cooking, canning, and preserving with salt and brine. Until the
time of Napoleon, the only way a product could be preserved was to soak it
in a salt brine or dry it, with salt being app'lied to keep it from
spoiling. The only way the people long ago cou'id pr eserve their meat was
by salting it down.

During the Civil Mar, the armies had herds of cattle which followed
along behind. Mhen the army stopped, they slaughtered cattle and served
fresh beef, or they raided chicken houses .

The latest in preserving is radiation. That will be used in the
poultry industry soon. There are some very definite advantages to it .
Radiation may also have advantages for the fishing industry .

Do you remember, some years ago, seeing turkeys in the grocery stores
at Thanksgiving hanging with their legs and heads, undrawn at room
temperatures They were called New York dressed turkeys.

Mhen I was growing up in South Dakota we would dress and ship poultry
to California and all over the U.S. There was some refrigeration. But
what you got was called "green struck poultry." The insides were starting
to decompose, the coloration started coming through the outside, and it
looked green. Some of the merchandisers that got stuck «rlth this poultry
had all kinds of ways of taking care of it. They would quickly draw' the
birds and then soak them in soda water. There would still be quite a
flavor to it. People got used to that flavor.

Before we started a fresh egg program, people were used to the eggs
that the old setting hen had been setting on. Farmers would pick them up
on Saturday before they went into town and sell them. People were
accustomed to that taste of an egg. So when we started the fresh egg
program, we got complaints because the eggs didn't have any flavor to
them. At times, we run into problems when people are used to an inferior
product.

Mhen I was at Iowa State University in 1946, and we wanted a chicken,
the butchers were still drawing chickens in the retail stores. Me would
ask if the chicken was fresh and the response would be, "Yes, it came in
yesterday and we drew it this morning." That chicken had been cooled with
the innards in it and it had some off flavor. Mhen we wanted a really
fresh chicken, my wife had to buy a live one and kill it herself.

That is the freshest way. In freezing poultry we do it much like the
fisherman from Alaska, Bruce Gore. The chickens come from the processing
line, go into the bag and into a blast freezer at 50 degrees below zero.
They are crusted an inch deep within an hour. That Is the way you get
quality control .

The New York dressing method referred to earlier went out in the
fifties. The industry went to eviscerated poultry, which was a tremendous
step forward. Our poultry inspection was very minimal. I reraenrber
walking through a poultry processi ng plant. Before I got to the killing



fl r the staf rs and al 1 areas 1 eading there were very unsani tary.
no 1 omger the case . Paul tr y i nspectors make you keep the premi ses

clean.

A couple of things brought on poultry inspection.

~ny of the large retafl chains wanted to be able to tell their
consmaelsanswers thag their paul try had been processed f n a pl ant that had been

Thfs forced some of the processors to go under a voluntary
inspection program.

I don't understand how the fish industry has managed to escape the
attentfon of the consumer groups and the labor unions as long as it has.

~re in ~lcm at a legfslative session in the 1950s. One person from a
consumer group related that people could get many different diseases from
eating an unfnspected chicken. It was that type of pressure, plus the
interest on the part of Che retail chains, that brought the poultry
industry into mandatory inspection.

The poultry industry has been very market oriented. This is the
reason ft's where it is today. If the market expressed a need poultry
rafsers did thefr best to meet that need. The industrfes which are
successful over a period of 25 to 50 years are the ones which are market
orfented. It sounds to me like some of you people are really getting
market oriented. That is the wave of the future as far as I am concerned.
It has been the case in poultry for the last 20 to 30 years.

�! The retailers demanded a product that they knew was wholesome.
As production continued to increase, the plants became mre competitive.
They were looking for a slight edge over their competitors and voluntary
fnsPect'ion became an advantage. Nth inspection, the plant managers
discovered something that they had never suspected: with more emphasis on
«nftat«n, they were getting a longer shelf life. In many cases with the
bacterial load that some of the poultry had, the shelf life may be three
days They found that the better the sanitation practices among their
emPloyees and their plant, the longer the shelf 'life for the product.

" the early 1960s, the federal government passed a law that said
ll po»try crossing interstate lines must be inspected by the U5pA.

paul«y f~dustry didn't vigorously oppose the law because they were
v o f t h o s e w h o h a d b e e n u n d e r v o l u n t a r y i n s pe c t i o n s a w

They felt that they were payfng for inspection and that
"ot under the voluntary program had a competitive edge. They couldlant

their Product a cent or two cheaper.
It«ce t ~"ked out that everyone was under the federal inspection law

p f of the state pl ants. Today, every paul try processing pl ant in
ffc >«thwest is under federal inspection.

»ke to discuss some af the procedures the poultry industry
about Ffn orde~ to develop this wholesome product that I keep telling you

f st of all, let me talk about monitoring the flocks before
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processing. If you have been reading the newspaper, you have read quite a
bit about drug-resistant bacteria and possible residues. ! just finished
a project on residue avoidance in poultry production, particularly in
turkeys. Mhen you have a turkey flock with 20,M0 toms weighing 20
pounds, you can't take any chances that they have a drug residue. Every
week the field man for the Oregon Turkey Growers plants goes out in the
field and samples six birds from that flock. He takes tissue samples. fat
samples, kidney, and blood samples. The samples go to the lab and by
Friday noon he knows if there are any drugs in those birds. If there are
drugs, then the flock has to be held until the tests are clean.

If you have a flock of toms, they are eating a pound of feed a day at
$. 10 per pound. If you have to hold them one week, that is $.70 mere to
your cost. If you sell them right now, you might make $1.00. It really
encourages you to watch your withdrawal times and the drugs that you are
feeding to the birds.

At the university, we found that you don't have to slaughter the
turkeys to test for sulfonamides. Me prick the tip of the wing for one
drop of blood and put it on a small disc on a culture plate. We incubate
the plate for 12 hours and then read it. If there is any sulfa in the
blood, it will inhibit the growth of the bacteri a around that the disk.
If there isn't any, the bacteria will grow ri ght up next to it. This is
an inexpensive way of testing.

The broilers go off feed for 12 hours before processing. The
processors do not want any feed in the intestine. If the intestine should
be ruptured in processing, any tissue the intestinal contents touch must
be trimaed. It can't just be washed or sanitized. It has to be cut off.

Me have very rapid processing of poultry. From the time that the
chicken or turkey is hung on the rail until it is in the spin chiller is
probab'ly not over 20 minutes. Their throats are slashed, they are bled
for so many seconds, and then they go into the scalder, into two or three
automatic pickers, and through inspection. The processing rom is
separate from the evisceration room. The birds go through a wall into a
separate evisceration room. At the end of that process, they go into
rocker or spin chil lers . In the spin chiller, the poultry is cooled to 33
to 35 degrees within a period of one hour.

I would like to stress that at every stage in this process, they are
washed with high-pressure water and, in many cases, a sanitizing agent.
One has to be careful with sanitizing agents. Most of the time they are
using chlorine, up to 20 parts/million in water, in order to kill the
bacteria. Mhen you are washing the poultry, you wash off the bacteria.
By washing your fish you get rid of a lot of bacteria in that process.

The birds are kept cold in the plant during transit and in the store.
There is a place in the state of Washington which will either rent or sell
you a temperature recording device. Nany of the large chain buyers are
using these. If they are ordering a load of chickens from Arkansas, they
will send the device to the processor and tell him to put it in the truck.
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It records the temperature for the whole route. They can tell if the
temperature ever went above a certain point. If it did, then the buyer
will not want the chicken. The chickens are bought with the understanding
that they are transported en route at a temperature of not over, say, 33
degrees Fahrenheit. This may be something that you may want to think
about if you are shipping fish any distance.

The bacteria counts on our poultry are low. A number of years ago
the city of Portland's inspector was curious about the bacteria count on
chicken. He would be the first one to open the boxes when they arrived at

retai]er, He would take a swab from the chicken. After about a month
of doing this, he came back to the plant manager and said, "You know, I am
really amazed. I haven't been able to get a bacterial count on your
poultry over 10,000."

That sounds like a lot but compared to the fact that the average
sample of hamburger has a bacterial count from 500,000 to 1,000,000, it' s
not bad. Keeping the count down is one of the reasons we now are able to
get the shelf life that we have.

!n the 1960s, Arkansas producers started shipping out here. They
dipped the poultry in an antibiotic dip. That was pretty expensive, but
they did it to kill the bacteria on the birds so they could arrive here
and still have some shelf life. Through years of close attention to
sanitation in the plants, they are now shipping the poultry out Mest
without a dip and without any problems. Generally they put them in a deep
chill and get a seven-day shelf life. Sanitation pays off in the long
run.

Me have some newer processing methods. One, as I mentioned, is deep
chill ~ The bird is taken down to 28 degrees Fahrenheit, where a crust
forms on the surface of it. @hen the industry first s.tarted selling
those. it had some problems. Sellers explained that they were deep
chilled and were fresh. Buyers would tap the bird and say that it sure
sounded frozen. The sellers couldn't move deep-chilled birds at first.
liow many of the large plants in the south are deep chilling their product.

Looking back on poultry inspection, I think that everyone in the
i~dustry' would say that there have been some disadvantages . Sometimes the
processors have been prevented by the inspector from starting up because
of a piece of dirty equipment, so work is delayed. That type of thing
really harasses the poultry foreman and the processing plants, but they
"ave gotten use to the idea that these things need to be done and that
their cleanup peop]e had better pay attention. As result, they are
selling a more wholesome product. Nen you look at what has happened in

"sumption, you can see the difference. Poultry consumptio~ used to be
"t S to 10 pounds per year. Last year, we surpassed pork in per capita

The poultry industry feels that by 1990 or 1991 it will be
elling more poultry than beef. Next year, the broiler industry expects

to ra~se five p rcent more broilers, and ~d meat consumption is likely to
be down about that much .
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One of the reasons the poultry industry has made such gains is that
the consumers are confident they are buying a wholesome product. Nhen
consumers 'lose confidence, they act like a flock of sheep. Rewaber the
watermelon fiasco this year [ 1985] T That didn't hurt fust the sale of
watermelons in California. That hurt the Hermiston melans as well, even
though every article in the paper said they were inspected, and they had
stamps on them. People weren't buying watermelons. I was at a meeting in
the Midwest and I vas in a bus with some people from North Carolina and
some from California. The North Carolinian was telling the Californian,
"The mess you had with the watermelons has cut aur watermelon sales in
North Carolina." A friend from Arkansas commented last week that he is in
the watermelon business and he didn't sell any watenoelons this year All
this from one little incident.

In the poultry industry we feel that !ust one discovery of an
unwholesome product or of drug residue will cost a million dollars in the
lack of sales, in recalling the product, in destroying the product, and so
on. It is a very expensive process and something that I hope the fish
industry never has to deal with.

It amazes me that the fishing industry has avoided the attention of
consumer groups and unions . Me got that attention 30 years ago. I
predict that you are going to have inspection in the fish industry. You
have two options: you can continue as you are and end up with mandatory
inspection, or you can develop a set of standards of your own. Mhen
mandatory inspection comes in, it is going to be something af a trauma.
It was for the poultry industry.

The federal poultry inspection program requires you to have a
separate room far the inspector with file cabinet, desk, etc. You have to
go through a certain amount of bothersome bureaucracy . + suggestion is
that if you are going to have inspection, try to work out your progr am so
that when it does come, it won't be so much of a shock.

If I were a fish processor. I would do many of the things that were
covered this morning. Fish should be cleaned and iced, and flushed with
clean water under high pressure. I recognize you have a problem carrying
fresh water out into the ocean. You have to use salt water. Are there
any organisms in salt water7 I recognize the sali~ity of the water is
such that not many organisms can survive.

One of the things that we have found is that bacteria are very
adaptive. Once a processor had a problem with the shelf life of his
chicken. His people made a rigid inspection of everything. They fo~nd
that they had a cold-tolerant bacteria graving in the outlets of the tubs
used to cool down the chicken. They had disinfected the tubs, but they
hadn't cleaned the drains. That was ruining the shelf life of the
chicken. Bacteria are very adapti ve. Some can withstand very cold
temperatures . There are also some strains of bacteria that adapt to very
high temperatures. The same is true of fresh water or salt ~ater. You
have a wide range of bacteria. You could have a problem, but Bruce Gore
says he has never had any problem. There may be a problem when you are



pumping water into the arteries of the fish. IF you use sterile water or
semisterile water, it may prevent bacteri al probl ems.

I am market oriented. If I am starting a program. I make sure the
market knows about the product. You should take the buyers out on a Fish
run sometime. You should let them see the care that you take with your
fish . They would be impressed and you would be making customers.
Sometimes these buyers and some of the division managers need to be shown
what is being done.

Julia Childs wrote an article in which she points out that it took
years for the poultry industry to come under nationwide poultry regula-
tion. Now it is high time for the fishing industry. At present fishermen
who take proper care of their catch get no better price in public auctions
than crews who puncture ungutted fish.

I feel the fishing industry has a great future. You are harvesting a
product that is delicious and at the same is good for people. Someone has
said, "Everything I like is illegal, iaitoral, or fattening." Fish is none
of these but you must strive continually for an improved quality product.
In the October 1985 issue of Science News is an article, "Fish, Fatty

with high cholesterol and those who are should be careful . In the egg
industry we simply say that 98 percent of the people need not be con-
cerned. The 2 percent who have high cholesterol should do something about
it, and one of the things they should do is lower their intake .

A friend was telling me how someone he knew had been put on a fish
diet by his doctor and how it had reduced his cholesterol level. I
thought, "Here is another one of those fad diets that you hear about which
is terrific until you try it and it never seems to do any good."

However, this Science News article begins by saying,

Eskimos have a leer incidence of heart disease than do
other populations, even though their high-fat, high-cholesterol
diet ought to make them a high-risk group for heart disease .
How do the Eskimos get away with itV

The answer lies in the kind of fat they eat. The Eskimo
diet consists mostly of fish, seal and whale. Fat from these
animals contains "Omega 3 fatty acids," which are structurally
distinct from the "Omega 6 fatty acids," that most Nesterners
get from domestic meats. Epidemiologi c studies of populations,
such as Eskimos and Japanese, that consume a lot of fish suggest
that the omega 3 fatty acids in fish reduce the likelihood of
getting heart disease, rheumatoid arthritis and other inflam-
matory diseases.

I would suggest you use this information in your promotional program.
There is a saying: "He who has a product to sell and goes and whispers
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down a well is not as likely to collar the dollars. as he who climbs a tree
and holler s."

The prevention and control of salmonella in poultry processing plants
demands the careful attention of everyone in the plant. This includes
supervisors, line workers, truck drivers, and cleanup personnel. People
can be one of the worst spreaders of salmonella in the processing plant.
Contamination can be carried on shoes, clothes, equipment, or tools. Keep
visitors out of the eviscerating, packing, and shipping areas unless they
wear plastic boots, a cap, and a long washable coat.

Morkers using knives, scissors, and other hand tools should have
running water nearby to wash them off regularly. Knives and other tools
should not be placed on shelves, ledges, or stools when not in use but in
a container of disinfectant which is placed at each station. You would be
surprised where you will find these knives sometimes. Mhenever a knife or
a pair of scissors becomes contaminated with fecal matter from the fish,
it should be washed imrmdiately and placed in disinfectant. A thor ough
washing of the carcasses both inside and out is one of the best methods of
reducing bacteria counts. Nany of the bacteria are on the surface and can
be washed away quite easily by using a high-pressure spray.

Other bacteria are in the folds of the skin and cannot be washed off
completely. These have to be destroyed by other means. Gne method is to
increase the concentration of chlorine in the chill water. Nost water
systems in cities have a certain amount of chlorine in them. A processor
may increase the amount of chlorine up to 20 parts/million without any
damage or harmful effect on the product. Sometimes it is a little
corrosive on certain types of equipment.

A continuous chiller allows the product to go in one end and come out
the other. In a continuous chiller, quantities of chlorine need to be
added at regular intervals since organic matter, such as blood, soon
inactivate the chlorine.

As the birds are removed from the chill tank or continuous chiller,
contamination of the birds can occur in a number of ways. The same is
true for fish. Contaminated ~orking surfaces or equipment, contaminated
shipping containers or trays, and contaminated ice are some of the cul-
prits. Everything that has been done to this point to pr oduce a clean,
wholesome product can be undone in the packing and shipping operation. If
the product is cut up on a table, the table surface should be flushed with
water at regular intervals and thoroughly disinfected at every break . If
cutting boards are used, they should be plasti c boards with smooth
surfaces. wooden cutting boards should be replaced as soon as they become
chipped and nicked. Bacteria can easily hide in the nicks and it is
difficult to thoroughly clean and disinfect such boards .

Nany plants use band saws to cut up chickens. This equipment might
be used in your industry. If one chicken cut on this saw was contaminated
with salmonella, every chicken which was cut up following it wou'ld become
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contaminated. Ice shovels should be kept off the floor at all times.
They should be left in the ice or hung up.

To control bacterfa numbers, keep the product cold. Most bacteria
multiply very slowly at temperatures between 32 and 40 degrees. Poultry
is cooled down rapidly and held between 30 and 33 degrees. This practice
would be a good one to follow for fish. Mhen you freeze the product, you
don't kill the bacterfa; they are fust dormant. As soon as the tempera-
ture rises, they start multfplyfng again.

Keep the boxes of product off the floor. This not only helps prevent
contamination but also facilitates cleaning the cooler. Hose down the
coolers and disinfect them at 'least once a day to keep the bacteria
numbers in check. Mhfle bacteria growth will be slow at the temperature
normally maintained fn the coo'ler, there nevertheless will be some
multfplicatfon. A thorough cleaning of the plant is an absolute necess-
ity. This fnvolves not only hosing the equipment with water at high
pressur'e, but also the use of a powerful dfsfnfectant. You want to be
careful about this. Check to make sure you use one that is approved.
Your cleaning person is one of the most important persons in your plant.
You can get into a lot of trouble if you don't have a cleaning person who
knows what he or she is dafng.

The trucks used for delfvery should be thoroughly hosed out and
dfsfnfected at the end of each day. They should be closed after cleaning
to prevent contamfnatfon by flies. Thfs brfngs us to the final point,
employee hygiene. It has already been pointed out that a person can have
a mild case of salmonella and be unaware of ft. Such a person can shed
salmonella for weeks and fn some cases as long as sfx weeks. Therefore,
thorough washing of the hands with a germicidal soap must be accomplished
each time an employee visits a rest room. Nanagement has the respons-
ibility of providing hot and cold running water wfth foot valves, plenty
of soap, and individual hand towels. A separate set of rest rooms for the
slaughter room personnel and the eviscerating and packing personnel should
be provided. Thf s may not be necessary in the fish plant.

Sanftatfon is the key to clean, wholesome food products. Feed
manufacturers, producers, plant managers, and workers fn food processing
plants must exercise the utmost fn sanitatfon at every stage of production
and processing. Cooking the chicken to a temperature of 165 degrees will
kfll any surviving bacteria. Stampfng out salmonella in poultry process-
ing plants requires the combfned efforts of the plant managers, the
workers, and the cleanup crew. It can be done. Start now to critically
examfne processing practfces that may result in contaminated food leaving
your plant. lb~ber, you are handlfng food for human consumption, not
gust poultry or ffsh-
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DISCUSSION

CoNIaent: I would like to reiterate a point that you made which I feel is
v~ery mportant . I am fn the sanitation end of the processing busfness.
Mhat we are talking about is presenting a product that has the maximum
amount of shelf life. That can be equated with bacteria count. The kinds
of sanitation procedures on board the vessel as well as in the processing
plant are crucial. Me do the exact thing you do in your plant. Me
disinfect all working areas, disinfect all the tools, and burlap and
totally scrub the boat down before fishing.

The other point that you made which I think is very important and
which we didn't talk about is this: when it comes to marketing this
product, education is the key. Mhen you go to the market with a frozen
product that is superior to a fresh product in terms of shelf life and
bacteria count, often the customer doesn't understand what it is you are
talking about. The easiest way to sell something is by educating the
person you are trying to sell it to. Education can't be emphasized
enough . Once the customer under stands and appreciates what you do, the
choice is easy .

Charles Fischer: Absolutely, and one of the ways of educating them is by
MWgg «1. i««k
them the first step. That would certainly get the point across.

Coenent: That is something that I do and it is very effective. A lot of
p~eop e don't understand anytMng about the fishing industry, what ft
really entail s, and why they can't buy a good fish.

guestion: I have a question about temperature control that you talked
Koau. How is the shipper held responsfble for this?

Charles Fischer: If you are a truck driver, you should make sure you know
f «

going to be held responsible for that product while it is en route.
Trucks have coolers and they are required to maintain a constant tempera-
ture. The reason temperature-recording instruments are used is that some
of the truckers were tur ning down the refrigeration system until they were
close to their destination point. They would then turn the refrigeration
unit back up before delivery. This was creating problems, so the recorder
helps solve that problem.

Cowent: I deal with a lot of produce. If you have something that is not
hancITee properly in transit, you charge the damages to the transportation
company, and they will be deducted from your freight bill. That is the
protection you have. 1t is essential that you purchase a number of those
recorders. They are essential for your protection. Ryan Instruments make
one that is inexpensive and it gives a good reading of what has happened
to your product en route.
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q stfon: Is the teenerature of Poultry ln transit subject to regulation?
Charles ffscher: Refrigerated products "are deffned as those at 45gggI«. F»,«« . d
held below 40 degrees Fahrenheit If I were transporting I would want
them shipped at not over 35 degrees. Mhen we are talking about shel f
life, we are talking about making certain it is a good product when the

r gets it. Mhat do consumers do when they get it7 They probably
put it in a warm Car and make Several StopS on the way home. I f you have
any bacteria on the product, it will start multiplying. You can imagine
what is going to happen. Sanitation and temperature are the two things
for maintaining a good product.

QNPARIIG lj.S. TO FOREIGN SEAFOOD EQUALITY JLND PRODUCT FP~

European vs. U.S. Seafood guality

Natthy Nelling

Natthy Ve22ing is a native of The Nether2ands. He came to the U.S.
in 297cl. He attended The Nether lands Schoo2 of Bfdsiness and the University
of Georgia vhere he majored in agricjd2tum2 economics and received his
hSA. He hjorked for AJG' Znternationa2 in AtZanta, Georgia, and for the
fiasco Trading C'ompany in La Jo22a, California, and is nor the export
maprage> of Sea-Ca2 ~ding in Seatt2e. 1n his fndrrent Position, he is
prifffari2y involved in internationa2 seafood treade with par ticld2ar emvhasis
on fi ozen saljfjon.

iiaving spent most of my life in Europe, I' ve grown a bit familiar
with European seafoods. I have sp nt the last eight years in the Unit d
States seafood business, but I still don't know all the species that are
available or how people handle all seafood. It is confusing to me being
from the outside.

Th o h in the United States is huge, while i
o f increased dema

1 tio i i i - I«ur P ~ t"
in close proximity to the ocean; therefore, mo«sea
very fast through inland transportation

I will rest i ct self to looking at the orth
products b u tho re handled mostly fr esh . Those s
Euro ~
significant because they are resource areas fo t

outh Atlantic production from portuguese trawlers is mostly
" board and processed into blocks for further processing on land.
terranean count~ies seafoods are Used locally and don t travel
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north at all. Fish are concentrated locally and are not flown or trucked
out.

The Europeans know seafood better than the Americans because Europe
has fewer species. There are only about 12 species that the people have
to know about. To make it easier to maintain qua'lity, most fishing ports
are within a few hours boat ride from the North Sea and the Baltic area.
So when a fisherman comes in, he has been out 12 hours or less. Ninety
percent of his fish will be auctioned, which serves as a big incentive to
the fisherman to maintain good quality and to handle the fish well. The
fish are placed in baskets on the floor with the vessel number on them.
Every potential licensed buyer can inspect fish and then it goes up for
auction. There are wide variations in price due to quality. One
advantage which the fisherman has is that the goverrIaent will guarantee a
minimum price for him so he won't go out of business due to an oversupply.

After the fish are auctioned, the wholesalers bring the product into
their plants and either repackage it, fillet it, or ice it and ship it out
to the markets. Each market in Europe demands a different presentation.
The ma/ority of the markets will ask for as much untouched fish as
possible. There is not much demand for filleted fish. Filleting is done
at the retail level.

The fish is shipped about 5 to 6 hours after the auction, and it is
in Paris, Madrid, or Berlin within 24 hours. Most of the fish ends up on
the table no longer than three days after being caught, This, of course,
preserves quality. I should add that no processor in Europe is allowed to
use any type of preservative such as sodium or other additives which are
used here in fillets. It is strictly forbidden there.

Depending on the destination, Europeans see seafood differently also.
It goes to an open buying market of which the majority are street markets
or open markets like the Rungis Market in Paris. All the producers use
styrofoam cartons with ice. The reason they do this is because it is very
popular. You can print your name on the carton, and because the styrofoam
is white it will keep the product cooler. The extra cost of the styr ofoam
carton is generally offset by a better looking product, and because
everybody does it, it sets the market price.

Very few fish are going through the supermar kets. If they do, they
are generally sold through the smaller stores because those are very
trustworthy businesses. People will ask to look at the fish. They trust
the store person to have good fish because the shopkeepers go to the fish
market every day to buy fish. At this level the people can look at the
fish's eyes and can judge the freshness of the fish. After this
inspection, fish can be filleted there or the customer can take it home
whole.

Because of the higher price of fish in Europe, people have grown
accustomed to eating a pan-ready flounder where you don't have a lot of
waste when you start filleting it. In terms of price per pound, it is not
so expensive. They cook it with the skin on, skin the fish after cooking,
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and eat the meat off the bones to obtain a better yield. In the
restaurant, it is a little different. The restaurant buyers go to the
market or get the seafood from the local wholesaler, inspect the fish the
same way, and can have it prepared.

In Europe, it is not unusual to get a head-on flat or bottom fish on
your plate because the p'1ate coverage is much better with the head on.
People do not object to being served fish with the head on.

Again. the gener'al statement which I make is that Europeans know
their fish a little better than Americans do. First of all, there are
very few species to get to know, while in America there are species from
all over the world and many types of presentations with different names.
Names are very strictly regulated in Europe. You can't call a product
anything else than it really is. The French take it further. If French
customs doesn't have it in their book, it doesn't "exist." Kamoboko is
illegal in France because it doesn't "exist" for them.

The problem which I have noticed in the United States is that U.S.
customers have too much variety, which confuses them. They have to rely
on the restaurant where they are eating, then they will buy the product
which they know. Also the quality differences are very great. One
example which I noticed was the Chilean sea bass which has a very limited
shelf life. It is being handled fresh in the United States, which is
unbelievab'le. Its quality doesn'0 stand up, although the fish is very
good in quality to start with. This should not be handled as fresh fish.
People in the United States tend to ask for fresh fish because it is in
fashion. I hope people will eventually learn that good frozen fish is as
good as fresh.

Europeans generally know that good fish is expensive. Not always so
in the United States. People expect to find it sold cheaper. Therefore
it is an open invitation to a processor to manipulate, to make it cheaper.
If the customer demands it, they will make it for them. Agai~, in Europe
you cannot change species on anybody. The Europeans do spend more money
on food and in America it is not the tradition to do so. Here people tend
to spend as little as possible on food.

Of the processed seafood items in Europe versus the United States,
there is one item which I have personally been involved in, which is
pickled herring. That is a dying item in the U.S. but is enjoying a
rejuvenation in Europe. The older generation was eating pickled herring
in jars. The new generation, of course, was not too keen on that. Thus,
Eur'opean processors have come up with new presentations and flashy
packaging, not the old type of jars. They have put the herring in a
vacuum pack, wrapped a nice label around it, and made it stand out. They
even added some new flavors. It has been proven in Europe. I have
introduced this item to several chain stores here, but it is too big of a
hurdle for them at this time. The recent drop in the dollar has not
helped. Americans have been able to package it cheaper so far.
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In Europe nationalistic feelings are pretty strong. Each country has
a certain pride in putting up its product. To assure that people realize
the product is Norwegian, "Norwegian" is printed on the label. The people
will ask for Norwegian, Danish, and so on. The governments became
involved in Norway and Denmark where people in fisheries form a very large
percentage of the labor force. The government generally starts contacting
industry if it wants to set up a good program for promotion, export, or
setting standards.

Another activity in which I am involved is bringing expensive fresh
Norwegian salmon into the U.S. I have noticed the way in which Norwegians
have set up the process . I think we can 1 earn something from them. The
government initiated this program. It began doing the research on how to
farm raise salmon. Nost of you have probably read how they do it over
there. The marketing aspect is the most interesting part. As soon as
Norway found out that there is a huge market for the salmon, in order to
avoid any tampering with the market or changing species, or becoming
involved with sizes, etc., they issued licenses to people who have a good
reputation. They don't have to be producers necessarily; they can be
exporters or traders . The government issues 1 icenses which are strictly
controlled. If a distributor in the U.S. says that the Norwegian fish
have been tampered with, the supplier's license will be pulled.
Therefore, it is such a big risk that the licensed person will not do
anything like that.

The licenses are limited. There are only a certain number. The
government will not increase them. They cannot be traded or sold. The
system does have some shortcomings, but I think that for the protection on
the other buying side, it is a very good system. You can pretty much
blindly buy these fish.

Because of the very favorable dollar rates last year, some other
products were being exported from Europe into the U.S. I got involved in
fresh flounders and scallops besides Norwegian salmon. At a certain point
in the dollar situation, American products couldn't even compete with the
European ones, even with the dollars per pound in air freight figured in.
That was not a very desirable situation for local U.S. producers. Me
found out that the national feeling still holds as U.S. buyers prefer U.S.
products. However, U.S. prices had to adjust down to the level of
imported products. Now that the dollar is retreating fran its all-time
high, those situations will be pretty much i n the past, from a competiti ve
point of view. 'Ne will continue to buy flounder, sole, and scallops when
there is too little or no domes.tic production .

Government involvement worked in Norway. They have done a good job.
They are very dependent on fisheries . In my travel s over there I noticed
they pay attention to fish. They spend extra money on their plants. The
fishery is not subsidized at all, but well supported. Sellers know how to
market seafood because the government is helping them a lot in marketing
products. I have seen the requests for information. The government has
lists which tell who is looking for what and how to get in touch with
them. If you don't speak the language they will help. The referral



service fr om the goverrment makes Norwegian seafood products very
successful all over the world.

In Holland, ey native country, the picture is not as rosy. The
government is not invol ved at al 1 . You are al 1 owed to do what you want
with seafood. You can change species or anything you like. The domestic
market is a little more strict. Mat happened on the fast Coast of the
U.S.A. last year was that people were bringing in sole, flounder, and
almost anything from Holland. This causes the reputation of the Dutch
product to be pretty bad. It becomes a cheap item again as buyers cannot
rely on a certain quality . The Dutch are learning from this and are
talking about establishing a marketing group to export certain items to
the U.S. with quality standards. They need to protect themselves from the
other person who can do it cheaper. It doesn't always have to be more
expensive to set up a marketing interest group.

I have restricted onself to fish and haven't touch on shellfish.
Shrimp and crab are usually handled locally. It is done differently than
in the U.S.. People can identify the product inmediately. When I look at
oysters here, I don't understand why someone hasn't put up an oyster bag
 as oysters are often shipped in onion bags!.

Norwegian shrimp are very popular here. In Europe, cooked and peeled
shrimp fry Horway are not as popular. Europeans use mostly the Far East
cooled and peeled shrimp. If it is not very good, they will irradiate it
in Holland and ship it out again. There are many kinds of tricks. The
whole cooked shrimp is a very popular item in France. I have had some
~as ans ask me what could be done with their shrimp in Europe . It is
almost impossible to export them because of high duty and competition from
Greenland.

Furthermore, they are not able to package them the way Europeans want
it, amaning individually quick frozen in 10-pound, illustrated cartons.
Dn the Mest Coast I have found that producers cannot accoimodate markets
as easily as I would like. It is all a matter of time, I am sure. I have
done this for eight years and have seen much progress in production on
both coasts. equality has incr eased significantly over the last couple of
years.
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RIGHT PRODUCT QUALITY FOR THE RIGHT MARKET

Larz Malony

Mrs Malony is a member of the consor tium of seafood firms which have
been so instrumentaZ in putting on these workshops. He has been a very
productive member of that. group. Since 2976 he has been a salmon buyer
in Bristol Bay. lee organi" ed a buying program for the set net fishermen,
vhereby they mould fZy small planes onto cer tain designated beach areas,
buy fish, ice them do~, tran port the king salmon by smaZZ plane to Dc~
transports, and finally take them to market. In 29BC he be~zr.,e involved
in resear'ch on surimi-based seafoods, and in 2982 he made n~ product
introductions at the Vor Zd' Fair in Knoxville, 2'ennes" ee. 12e is employed
by Viking International, involved ~aith ezport and import sales of seafoods,
and is, in fact, the dir ector of marine products for Viking.

I believe that the quality issue is the most important issue facing
us in the U.S. seafood industry. Frankly, without keeping up our quality
in this industry, we are going to lose our share of the markets. We have
seen this happen in other industries already.

First. I would like to draw some analogies to the seafood industry.
They are ones we are familiar with and have been dr iven home to us several
different times. For many years, the U. S. led the world in producing
products that were of the highest quality. This was the main reason the
U.S. became such a strong player in the domestic as well as the
international market in all types of products. These ranged from
semiconductors to cars to different types of foods and packaging.
Unfortunately, in the 196Os and 70s our friends in the automobile industry
learned a bitter lesson about what happens to one's markets when one
becomes cocky, overconfident, and lazy in paying attention to quality and
what the consumer is asking for.

Let me point to a simple example quickly. The U.S. auto industry,
when trying to make an entry into the Japanese market many years ago.
firmly said it had no interest at all in switching the steering wheel to
the right side of the car. Switching would, of course, accommodate the
way the Japanese drive and the way the road systems are set up in Japan.
Australia is also set up that way. We are going over there and telling
them "Our cars are built this way. You are going ta have to change the
way you do things."

Me don't expect the Japanese or Europeans to come over here and tell
us, "You have to buy our products and you have to change the way you do
things." That just doesn't happen.

The Japanese could not understand why the Americans were trying to
get them to buy their product when the Americans were not willing to
produce their product to make it work in the Japanese market. That
reality inspired the Japanese to place more emphasis on the development of
their own cars and place the steering wheel to the correct side of the car



f ori Amer'i cans . You know as wel 1 as I do what has ha ppened sf nce that
time.

Let me add one quick point. Lee Iaccoca, regardfng the big issue of
f mport restrf ction f nto the Asf an mar ket, was heard to say at a recent
preps conference, "Here Chrysler has finally devel oped the finest and
highest quality mfnivan in the world. Mhy can't I sell this car in the
Japanese market7" The answer is ~ "Lee, change the s teering wheel over to
the right side." It is as simple as that.

you can't force a product, no matter what quality it is, if that is
not what the end user ~ants in hfs marketplace . This a pretty simple
example, but I believe that it illustrates the mafn point. That is, you
have tp lfsten to what your customers are saying. They will tell you what
they need in your product to successfully sell in their market.

Me all want to make entries with our products into new markets,
firanted, sometimes we scratch our heads about some of the requests which
we hear from our end users. Some are seemingly unusual requests, but we
have to realize that they are experts in their market. They are the ones
that know well what their market needs. They are the ones who have put
the time and energy into their market, so we must listen.

In turn, we must take the time to explain what we and experts in our
field can and cannot do. Me have to have patience, we have to listen to
each other. Me have to lear» to give and take. If the end result can be
a high quality, or a higher quality product tailored to that specfffc
market, then we have made progress. Me have reached another plateau on
product development.

Another example, tailored more specifically to the seafood industry,
will bring us around to the Japanese market. Mith the Magnuson Fisheries
Conservation Act and wfth the different recent regulations restricting the
Japanese harvest of black cod fn our waters, the U.S. fishing fndustry has
finally been able to get its due control of the black cod industry. The
U S. and Canada have learned, over the past few years, how to produce
extremely high-quality black cod. Me have gained a lot of respect, not
o»y fn the Japanese market, but now in the Taiwan and Korean markets for

Me fn the seafood industry wonder why the Japanese will not
~o»e whole! accept a Mestern-dressed black cod. Mestern dressed is
"ead off. collar on, and belly cut. Sometimes we leave the collar intact,
sometimes not intact. Instead, the Japanese require what we have all come
o know as Japanese or Eastern dressed. Mhat Eastern dressed does is cut
f the head along with the collar and cut behind the pectoral fin. The

belly is not cut but the guts are pulled out or sucked out by a machine.
~ n we think about it logically, the Mestern dress fs the better of the

It is the better way to do it. If you leave the collar on you are
pr e«fng the flesh. If you take the collar off, all of a sudden you not
'n y wasted that good portion of meat from the collar to the back side of

pectoral fin but have now exposed all of that meat to air and other
Inevitably, it may have to be cut off once again. Mhen the

belly is not cut, it makes cleaning out the gut area that much harder.



Inevitably there are problems getting all of the blood line out. This
potentially leaves chances for bacterial contamination. But that is not
how the Japanese buy it. They want Japanese cut. They expect you to do
it correctly and they expect you to correctly clean out the belly, glaze
the fish, and wash it out, We can argue all day Tong and it won't do any
good.

Cod is dressed that way in Japan for a traditional reason. That is
'the way the people are familiar with buying it both at the restaurant
level and at the household level. If you are going to force a product
down their throat, then they won't buy it. You thus lose a substantial
market for the black cod.

I would like to take the opportunity to point out a few more
examples. Matthy Welling mentioned the Norwegian shrimp. It has made a
great entry into the U.S. market. One of the reasons the Norwegian shrimp
has done better on the whole in the U.S. market than has our small Pacific
shrimp. which is an excellent shrimp also, is that the No~gians have
spent a lot more time and money in developing the individually quick-
frozen   IgF! machine that will handle these small shrimp. That is just a
guess on my part. The majority of shrimp producers on this coast tend to
want to freeze their product in a block form. That produces a fine
product, but the Norwegians have shown why IgF is better in their
perspective. The consumer has said, "I note that, and I will begin to use
it in that way."

When you try to market block frozen Pacific shrimp, the consumer will
say, "That is good but we have to take «ere time to thaw the product. It
takes time and time is money."

Listen and learn. Granted, an Igf machine is $15,000 to $20,000, but
maybe it will pay for itself.

Let me also point out the ocean perch industry. The Japanese used to
fish up and down our coast and into Alaskan waters. They harvested many
types of red- and orange-skinned rockfish . Ocean perch, Sebastes al utus,
»as one of the main fish they would harvest for this partfosuar marEee.
Since the Magnuson Act has gone into effect, there has been more emphasis
on West Coast and Canadian production af ocean perch.

The most important aspect of this fish is not necessarily the
freshness, and not necessarily the way it is frozen  although both of
those are very important!. The value of this fish is determined by the
intensity of its color. This fish happens to have a fairly good red-
colored skin. That skin tends to fade quickly if it is not treated
correctly. Ne in the seafood industry have to use a sodium-based
treatment called Nanoxyan which is illegal for domestic sales in the U.S.
and Canada. The exporter is faced with trying to sell the fish and is
confused about what to do. So we have to weigh all the factors related to
both the fresh market and the export market. We have to continue to weigh
what the customer is saying to us and what we can do well to make the
program. It has become fairly successful now, with the Canadians,
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speci fically, deciding to go ahead and push the program. They catch the
fish and treat it quickly, block freeze it, and jet it over to Japan.

have had very good luck with it. The Norwegians, Nova Scotians,
Mewfoundlanders, and Icelanders are doing the same thing with the Sebastes

It is a little lighter-colored fish. hut if it is treateB
y it will have a huge market in Japan.

At the same time, to point out a deal, I just sent a fairly
substantial amount of Sebastes marinus out of Nova Scotia and
newfoundland. The packer Kaa ~wor ed with very close'ly was running out
of chemicals. Before he told me, he decided to lessen the amount of
chemical that he used on four loads of this product. Mhen it arrived in
Japan, all of a sudden instead of having a very nice red-colored fish,
there was an orange-colored fish, a light yellow- or white-colored fish.
Me have a $40,0GO claim.

Me had a chance to make some money and continue our market over
there. Now, because there wasn't enough attention paid to quality and
listening to what the customer had said very clearly, we have a big claim
and the potential of losing a market. That was a rather painful lesson,
especially because of the many trips which I have taken to the plant and
the many inspectors I have had located at the plant. Finally, I thought,
the packer understood the requirements for that fish and what the end user
needs. That plant should have let me know that it was running out of
chemical so we could have moved the product to the fresh market. Me
cannot take the chance of shipping out a poor-quality product in the
future.

guickly, I will talk about some of the Asian efforts which have done
well in the United States and some which haven't because of a 'lack of
paying attention. Two or three years ago, the U.S. scallop industry was
not doing very well. Our production was off and that allowed a big
oppoltunity for other countries such as peru, South America, Chile, and
Japan to make some entries with their scallops. These foreign scallops
»d not a chance before because our production was good and of high

The American production of large, white scallops had been
unsurpassed. The Japanese produce a wide range of different colored
scalloPs, from tan to gray to white . The majority of Japan's product is
cultured A cultured scallop will have a little higher moisture content.
I«ill look very nice and large, but once you cook it, it will shrink

That is okay as long as you tell everyone that it will happen.
"apan made some very good entries i nto the U.S. market in 1982 and 1983
"ith an untreated scallop. They eliminated the tan and gray color because

«uldn't work in our market. They stuck with the white scallops. Then
they »nted to increase their scallops' weight so they treated them with
tripolyphosphate. That is a good chemical if it is used correctly. It
was overused by the Japanese. At the same tine, they were trying to take

it«nal advantage of the market by increasing the price. The scallops
~~ selling well but then the people realized they were shrinking too

lou will find now that the majority of Japanese scallops which do
~ « the U.S. are untreated.
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The same thing has happened to turbot fillets. Japan buys a lot of
Greenland turbot on factory vessels. They move it to Japan, process it,
and sell it to the U.S. Mhen the product is frozen whole or headed and
gutted in Greenland, thawed, make into fillets, and then moved back to the
U.S., it gains a lot of water. It tends to get mushy when you cook it.
It is not the same product. The U.S. continues to want to buy its own
product, which is excellent.

The same problem exists with the fillet blocks now coming out of
Joint ventures between Alaska and Korea on Alaskan cod. They have a long
way to go to get the quality of cod fillets done by processors in the U.S.

The Japanese have been successful in the "freezing at sea" program
they are involved in. They produce frozen-at-sea swor dfish, mako shark,
and products like that. The frozen-at-sea boats are lar ger and much more
expensive than the smaller vessels that bring the product to shore and
freeze it, but a product such as swordfish, whose good, white flesh is so
important, must be frozen at sea. It must be brought on board ~ithout
banging it up, then bled, gutted, and frozen quickly. The Japanese
process all of it into steaks. It is an excellent product. Here is a
time when they have paid attention to the U.S. buyer.

In closing I would like to make one cormaent. That is, the most
important thing for us in the American seafood industry is to continue to
pay attention to the end users, both domestically and internationally. If
we do that, if we listen and learn, we will continue to remain on top of
the world in the production of high-quality seafoods.

DISCUSSION

guestion: I have a question about the North Sea fishery. I' ve heard that
gg percent of that fish is bought under options. Could you explain' ?
Hatthy Mellin : North Sea fishermen do fish under contract at a~ ~ ~pre ermine price on certain company-owned boats . Sut 90 percent seems
much too high.

guestion: Do you feel that the European Economic Cormaunity is going to
~ecome ncreasingly protectionist as the years go by?

l4atthy Mellin: Based on the experience of the last several weeks with
e c rus an walnut war they have over there with the U.S., I don' t

think they will because they are mostly self sufficient like the United
States. In the United States, if we become protectionist about shrirap
imports, it will be ridiculous because it would be inflationary. If the
EEC would do the same thing to salmon, it would be inflationary and it
would not benefit their own fishermen at all. That is the way they argue
it. They do become protectionist where they can replace the goods
themselves by local fisheries. They couldn't replace the imports because
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we don't compete wfth their fisheries. For instance, a couple of weeks
ago I shipped spiny lobster over there. There was a 20 percent to 25

rcent duty on them because they catch thea themselves, too. They do not
ave enough fn their fishery but they want to keep the prices artificially

high. All the levies and duties are fn place. One duty rate which I
would like to see elfmfnated fs that on further processed ftems like
salmon fillets. Ne could make a better product to send over there if the
duties weren't so high.

Questfon: I know the meat producers to a certain extent in places like
KsSr~a a, New Zealand, and the U.S. work together very closely to try to
aake an entry into the European market. Do you think there would be any
reason for the U.S. and Canada and other fish exporting nations to work
together to accomplfsh the same7

Matt Mell!n : It fs always good to join forces; however, the meat
s ua on s ffferent. The way the EEC has set up the quotas fs very
complicated. Fish fs pretty loose. In the United States and Europe
seafood quotas are fn their fnfancy. People don't know how to handle that
vast array of seafood items because there are all dffferent kinds of
species and they come fraa all over the world. Then, there are the
underdeveloped countries whfch you don't want to hurt, so ft fs a very
touchy subject. It often becomes a polftfcal issue in Europe.

C~nt: The Europeans are trying to put the fish into separate
c~a gorfes, as they have done ufth agrfcultural products

Matt Nellfn: That fs right. They have their own projects as a way of
ve op ng e fisheries. For example, there fs not enough demand in

Europe for EEC mackerel. The goverrvtrent has ffshennen fish for it for a
certain contract price and the goverrisent freezes ft. Then they try to
ship the product into a certafn country like Nigeria or Egypt which they
Know will eat the mackerel. It becomes a form of development afd while ft
serves the local fishery. It does seem to work very well there because
they have done ft for many years now. I don't think they will becoae more
protective of thefr markets. At least, not for seafood.

Question: Is quality used as a barrier extensively for seafoods in the
European and the Asfan uarketst Hou iuportant are ffsh gradfng
restri ctf onset

Att Nellfn: For meat, quality fs used as a barrier. Seafood just has
e e. The French are the strictest about it. They require that

it be good for hNrran consumption and free of chemfcals. Again, it is
pretty loose over there because none of us has any standards. None of us
knows how to set quality standards fn seafood except for the very basic
requirements. It fs very difficult ff you really look at the nature of
business. It is almost impossible to set standards . That fs why you have
to look at a very confined area. You can't make a worldwide standard for
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sole fillets . That would be impossible. That is how the Europeans look
at it. They judge quality on a per country basis.

Dick Johnston: Is that an issue in Asian markets, Larzf

they have the highest developed market for
particular, and at the same time they are the
want a part of that market, there are certain
listen to and either change or improve your

Larz Nalon: In Japan,
sea oo . ey are very
largest market. If you
things that you have to
product.

Larz Nalon: That is a question I ask myself often. 0th the rockfish
ssue, our years ago the only rockfish of the Sebastes species the

Japanese would accept was Sebastes alutus. Noway accept Sabastes
marinus from the Atlantic because timey ave red skin. RecenfTy, Uieybegan accepting orange sk-inned fish. The color variance which goes frcm
orange to bright red includes a larger number of fish, at least eight
different species . At this time, they are going slow with the transition.
Orange rockfish has been selling there only during the 1 ast six months to
a year. Once we start selling the yellow, maybe we will have an
opportunity to get into our darker-skinned species. One of the problems
with the pacific coast fishery is the different catch limits which we have
to deal with. Qe need to think about how to tighten the fishery
regulations more logically. 8ut some day there wi'll be a market for the
good rockfish off our coast in Japan and other Asian mar kets. It will
simply take time.
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Question: Are the species that are harvested along our pacific coast in
%e wrong product fons for export? Suppose we could take rockfish and
other fish to the Asian market. Are there any product forms that we could
exports


